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Dedication

This book is dedicated first and foremost to my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ 
who waited patiently while I learned the many lessons in this book and loved me 
through it all. Without Him there would be no book, or for that matter, no me.

Next to my loving wife Dawn, who introduced me to Jesus in a real and 
meaningful way. She has been there for me and with me through the tough times 
and the good times and I could never pay her back for all she has done for me. I 
love you, honey.

  
I also dedicate this to my two immensely creative sons, Brandon, who wouldn’t 

call himself an artist, but is truly one anyway using a wrench and a tractor and 
numerous farm implements (most of which I can’t even identify), and Chris who 
is an extremely talented actor, singer, writer, etc. and to my daughter-in-law Stacy 
who puts her many gifts to work teaching children. You’re all artists. Those gifts 
are from God. Use them wisely. I love you and am very proud of you. 

I can’t leave my mom and dad (Dave and Beatrice Weiss) out. They provided 
me with a good and loving home, support and opportunities and an awesome 
brother and sister (Mark and Kathy) all of whom have helped shaped this life of 
mine. Also to my cousins, aunts and uncles, nieces and nephews, brothers and 
sisters-in-law and grandparents, all of whom have been used to enrich and bless 
my life. I love you.

 
My mother-in-law and father-in-law Lester and Ruth Good, missionaries, 

ministers and artists in their own right who really changed my view of church, 
God, faith, Jesus and what following Jesus looks like. I love you guys. Thanks to 
you I have forever to thank you.

To all the folks at New Creation Church, who have stuck by me as I’ve learned 
a lot of what’s in these pages; to all my brother and sisters in the CoB; especially 
to Bill Waugh, Jim Bauer, Craig Smith; three men who have pastored me in one 
way or another. To my awesome mentor Bob DiSalvio, who walked me through 
every bump and bruise, fear and doubt on this path called ministry and helped me 
see the value of all these strange gifts in the Body of Christ. Like Paul, I always 
thank God every time I think of you.

To my Nana, who is the first person I can recall telling me I was an artist. 
Thanks for all the crayons, paint sets, model kits, ventriloquist dummies, puppets 
and always believing in me. I love you and I miss you.

To all of you who make up this group of people who want to follow Peter’s 
admonition to “use whatever gifts you have received to serve others” called the 
AMOKArts tribe. Let’s run A.M.O.K.              
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About this Book

This book was born out of The AMOKArts Tribe Blog. Much of it was 
edited, reworked and some of it is new material. I decided after trying to 
scroll  through the blog to find my own posts that it might be nice to have 
the best ones all together in one place. 

I tried to organize it in such a way that it could be read straight through 
as a you would a standard non-fiction book, however you can also feel 
free to use the table of contents to search out the topics with which you 
are dealing at the moment. It’s divided into five chapters. In the Beginning 
deals with all the introductory stuff, information on God’s call to artists, 
the definition of an artist, as well as the back story on A.M.O.K. and why 
I came to undertake this endeavor in the first place. It also introduces the 
three most important things to know if you’re going to follow Christ with 
your creativity. 

The next section is called About You. It’s filled with stories and ar-
ticles designed to challenge each of us to be faithful followers of God in 
this calling. After that comes, About God, which deals with God and his 
relationship with us, his creative creations. Next is About Art which looks 
into the stories of art and artists as they relate to faith and finally About Us 
which deals with the community of artists in the body of Christ, how we 
should interract with each other, church leadership, the Church itself and 
with the world around us.

 
Why all the illustrations? I saw this book called ReWork by the guys 

from 37signals.com and I became inspired. Also I love to draw and thirdly 
I believe a big part of the responsibility of artists in the church is to use our 
gifts to clearly communicate the abstract concepts of faith. Consider the 
illustrations my attempt at interpretting the concepts. I’d love to see yours. 
Send them to AMOKArts on Facebook.
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Also at the end of many of the sections, you will find what I call a 

Creative Challenge. These are simple artist prompts designed to take you 
a little deeper into the concepts described. You may share these if you want 
on the facebook page as well. 

Finally, this book does not hold all the answers nor is it designed to. 
The answers to live’s questions are found in a much better, more complete 
book called the Bible. If you’re not reading it, you need to and if you want 
to discuss how the scriptures relate to art please consider joining the Pas-
tor2Artists elist at groups.yahoo.com/group/pastor2artists. The pages of 
this book are things I learned over years of trying to marry art and faith. 
You may agree or disagree with these concepts, but my prayer is that they 
will inspire you to dig deeper into your gift and using it to make a differ-
ence in the world around you.  
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In the Beginning...

What’s the first thing we know about God? I’ll give you a hint, it’s the 
first sentence in the Bible. Now I suppose one could argue that the words 
“in the beginning” reflect God’s eternal nature, but the next two words 
reflect the first thing we know of the actions of God... God created. It’s 
true God is creative. 

What’s the first thing we know about Jesus? Well if you look at the 
Gospel of John where Jesus is referred to as “The Word,” a reference to the 
Greek concept of an eternal wisdom which they called the logos, meaning 
Word, again we start off seeing His efernal and divine nature as we read 
In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God and the Word 
was God He was with God from the beginning. Jesus is eternal as well but 
what do we learn next? “Through him all things were made; without him 
nothing was made that has been made.” Translation Jesus is the Creator 
of everything. 

So if I have this right, God the Father, in whose image we are created, 
is creative and the Savior whose example we are called and created to fol-
low, is creative and  if Christ made it possible  for us to become the Chil-
dren of God would it not stand to reason that we should be creative too? 
I believe the answer is yes. I believe creativity is a sort of  divine spark 
given to us by our Father in heaven. Ephesians 2:10 a verse frequently 
referenced  in this volume says, “For we are God’s workmanship, created 
in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to 
do.” (NIV) I believe God has gifted each of us with some sort of creativity 
and I believe it was given to show the world His glory.

There was a long period of  time where the church was one of the chief 
patrons of the arts, yet today in many churches we see little evidence of the 
artists in our midst and I believe this needs to change. For too long, we in 
the church have been, allowing culture to impact us, when we should be 
impacting culture for (and through) our gracious God and Father and our 
Lord Jesus Christ. My belief is that God is calling His church to rise up be 
the parts of a powerful body, having a lasting impact, making a difference. 
For too  long we have whined and complained about the negative impacts 
of the culture around  us rather than using the creative gifts and power God 
has placed in us to impact the culture positively. 
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We talk about a culture war. There is no culture war, there is an on-

slaught from the media and little response beyond letter writing campaigns 
and protests and a lot of negativity. There is complaining about what we 
don’t have and the resources we lack rather than reliance on the One who 
owns the cattle on a thousand hills. Our response has been to hole up, cre-
ate a bunch of Christian stuff just for us as we hide under our bushel. There 
is nothing wrong with creating for the church and some are called to that 
very thing, but what of the world we are called to reach? I, for one, think 
it’s time to throw off the bushel and shine. I think it’s time to reclaim the 
arts, become patrons of the arts, not just for ourselves but for our mission 
field. I think it’s time to ask God to channel our creativity in and out of the 
church, so that the church once again becomes the most creative place in 
any community. 

I think it’s time to Run A.M.O.K. Whose with me? 
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Why Run A.M.O.K.?

To really get the concept I need to tell you a story actually two stories. 
There once was a kid, we’ll call him Bob. Bob was basically a nice kid but 
he was just one of those kids who just didn’t quite fit. Bob was an artist. 
When everyone else was doing all the stuff that “normal” people do, Bob 
was drawing pictures. Bob didn’t know that it was his God given gift, he 
just knew he liked art. 

Bob had people in his life that encouraged him in his pursuits but he 
also had a lot of people who didn’t and the ones who didn’t made life re-
ally tough. There were glimmers of hope here and there. People would 
ask him to draw things for them a favorite band logo on a notebook or 
occasionally help with a school assignment but not fitting in was taking 
its toll. Bob started to get really depressed and the desire to fit drove him 
to do things that he probably never would have otherwise done. Mainly, 
Bob began to drink and drink a lot. His life was going badly downhill and 
drunk and depressed are a dangerous combination. 

Fast forward through a lot of bumps and bruises, Bob met a girl, a 
blind date set up by his sister. His sister wisely neglected to mention that 
the girl was a preacher’s daughter and that she didn’t drink. Being totally 
insecure, Bob always felt he needed a little “liquid courage” to go out on 
a date, but suddenly he had to go this one sober. Though there hadn’t been 
many, it was the best date he had ever been on in his life. When he finally 
met her preacher dad, (something he feared immensely since he hadn’t 
been inside a church in ten years) the guy actually was kind to him, wel-
comed him and patiently answered his questions. 

Eventually the subject of church came up, and though nothing in Bob 
wanted to go to church, he really liked the girl and so he went. Virtually as 
soon as he started to go to church, Bob began to see what was missing in 
his life and within a year Bob accepted Jesus Christ as His personal Savior 
(or however your theology says it, bottom line Jesus came into his life and 
changed it). 

Bob was baptized and his church immediately plugged him into a min-
istry. This was very wise but unfortunately it was the wrong ministry. They 
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made him a trustee, one of the guys that takes care of the building and 
grounds. It wasn’t that Bob felt that job was beneath him, he would have 
done anything for his new church family, he just wasn’t very good at it. He 
always made pictures and never really got around to learning much about 
tools. It wasn’t very fulfilling and Bob was floundering. 

One day his pastor approached him and asked him for help. The church 
was about to do vacation Bible School and they needed a backdrop painted 
for the skits. This was something Bob could do, as a matter of fact it was 
right at the center of his gifting and  he did a great job. Painting the back-
drops became his ministry in the church. Eventually the director of the 
skits needed someone to play a part and though Bob was terrified of public 
speaking, the part was a stupid character in a stupid costume that people 
were supposed to laugh at, so he figured he’d be okay. He did it and it 
went well enough to try it again. Eventually acting led to teaching, which 
led to being VBS director, which led to being a youth leader, to becoming 
an ordained minister. Someone taking the time to find and use Bob’s gift, 
radically changed the couse of Bob’s life. 

That’s why we run A.M.O.K. 

Then there was a man... we’ll call him Frank. Frank was a newly mar-
ried, new Christian, new father and a professional artist, well sort of. He 
was designing grocery circulars for a grocery store chain. The work was 
less than fulfilling, but Frank could at least say he was earning a living 
making pictures, something most people never thought he’d do. Because 
the work wasn’t fulfilling and didn’t pay very well, Frank spent a lot of 
time freelancing. He’d take any art project he could get his hands on in-
cluding a few that, as a Christian, he probably shouldn’t have. Frank was 
a man on a mission and he had something to prove. 

You see like Bob, Frank was a kid that had a hard time fitting and, 
as an adult, Frank had somewhat of a chip on his shoulder. Frank was 
determined to be a raging success. He’d heard the term “starving artist” 
but that did not apply to him. No matter what it took, Frank was going to 
show them all!
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Except he didn’t. Oh he worked hard, often putting in 20 hour days 

sometimes for weeks on end but he never quite got anywhere. There was 
always just enough money to pay the bills but the trappings of success 
were just not there no matter how hard Frank worked. Working like that 
was not only making Frank tired and miserable but it was making every 
other part of his life suffer, his marriage, his friendships, his family even 
his relationship with God. Frank always rationalized that when he “made 
it” (whatever that means) he’d make up for all the sacrifices he was mak-
ing now. Sacrifice was the right word.

Frank was an angry young man and the target of most of his anger 
was God. He couldn’t figure out why God was depriving him of success. 
This art was after all his God given gift. Why wasn’t God letting Him suc-
ceed? Frank began to see God as his tormentor dangling success in front 
of him and yanking it away any time Frank reached for it. Frank had been 
through a succession of jobs and was working harder than ever when one 
day he heard God. He was praying, which was really yet another rant at 
God for all his alleged unfairness, when God answered with just a few 
words. “Your work is your god.” Frank of course tried to fight back, but 
it was true. When Frank lost two of his favorite people, he didn’t go to 
God he buried himself in his work. When Frank’s wife miscarried twice, 
he buried himself in his work. All the things that should have gone to God 
along with most of Frank’s life got offered at the altar of the easel. Frank 
was a mess. 

A few of the men from Frank’s church made plans to attend a Promise 
Keepers event called Stand in the Gap around the time and Frank’s pastor 
invited him to go. Frank put up every excuse in the book but eventually he 
gave in and went. It was as if every speaker there that day had a message 
just for Frank and by the end of the day Frank knew what he had to do and 
he offered his art and himself on the altar of the one true God. Frank quit 
art, the only thing he thought he was ever good at, and vowed never to pick 
it up again unless he was doing it for the Lord. 

And the Lord redeemed Him...
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Coming Clean

Confession time, the stories of Bob and Frank are completely true, 
but Bob and Frank are not two different people, they are two phases of the 
same life... my life. I was the picked on kid who searched for love and ac-
ceptance at the bottom of a bottle but who found hope and purpose and a 
reason for all that I do in Jesus Christ and I went on to become the driven 
workaholic who almost sacrificed everything following after the idols of 
fame and success and art. Through it all, even though I was profoundly 
unfaithful, God remained faithful. 

That day at Stand in the Gap changed everything. Speaker after speak-
er stepped to the podium and in a crowd of a million men, it felt like they 
each brought a message specifically for me. I knew I had to lay my idols 
down but quitting art was the scariest thing I had ever done in my life. I 
really had come to believe it was the only thing I was ever good at but that 
day was also the first time I felt the call to ministry. It was insane or at 
least so I thought. I was terrified of public speaking. God had made some 
inroads to this with the VBS skits but the idea of preaching the Word was 
still a terribly foreign concept. 

Without all the competition from my idols, God really got through to 
me in the months that followed. On the bus home from Stand in the Gap 
a friend and I hatched a plan to take a group of kids from the church to 
the Creation Festival near out home in PA the following summer. Neither 
of us had been to the festival or for that matter worked with youth before 
but summer came and we made the trip. That fall I began to work with the 
youth at our church as a youth leader. I loved it, but I always kind of felt 
like my teaching wasn’t sticking. 

I began to seek out ways to make it stick when I heard something in 
a VBS skit. My son played the part of the town cryer and every night it 
was his job to come out and say “Hear ye, hear ye, the word of the Lord...” 
and then give the memory verse. On that particular night the verse was 1 
Peter 4:10, “Each one should use whatever gifts he has received to serve 
the Lord...” (NIV) It felt like my release. I knew I had a gift that could be 
used to help make teaching stick. It was art. After I heard that verse the 
ideas came like a flood. I originally thought I would start an art group there 
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at the local church and that is still a plan I have but rather than sitting and 
whining about how slowly that was happening, I remembered the passage 
that says freely you have received freely give so I began trying to share 
all these things with the the world via the internet. These events were the 
birth of A.M.O.K.

The Need

As I began to work more in the church, as well as planting my own 
church and eventually speaking at other churches and sharing some of 
these stories, I started to see that it wasn’t just me. There are many people 
out there who have no idea how to use their gifts or they can’t seem to 
find where their gift fits. If you’re reading this, you might be one of those 
people and if you’re not, I can imagine you probably know someone who 
is. If you’re a person who is creative by nature you might relate to some of 
my story and if you can’t you probably know someone who would. This 
book was compiled to help people navigate the waters of serving the Lord 
with creative and artistic gifts, pass it around and share it. The church 
needs it’s creative people connected, engaged  and obediently serving the 
Lord with all they have. 

The apostle Paul called the Church the body of Christ and this is en-
tirely true and wonderful but there’s a problem. It’s called the 20-80 rule. 
This is a rule that governs pretty much every human organization includ-
ing (unfortunately) the church. Basically the 20-80 rule says 20 percent of 
the people in any organization do 80 percent of the work. Basically you 
have 20 percent of the people doing almost everything whether they are 
gifted for it or not and 80 percent of the people or only nominally engaged. 
This is crippling to most organizations, especially churches and it is com-
pletely unbiblical. Remember 1 Peter 4:10 starts with EACH ONE. That 
means everybody.

Most people assume that the problem rests in the laziness of the 80 
percent but this is only partially true. Some of the people in the 20 percent 
group can be pretty prideful about all they do and are hesitant to hand any-
thing off to someone else. Also many people assume, sometimes wrongly, 
that if their gift does not fit into what I call the “Big Three” (preaching, 
playing or singing) that it is of no use to the church. I say sometime wrong-
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ly because while it is completely untrue, some churches are pretty much 
closed off to anything beyond the “Big Three.” This is also unbiblical. 
Right after our verse says “EACH ONE should use” it says “WHATEVER 
GIFTS.” That whatever means anything good and decent and not sinful 
can be used to the glory of God. 

The need then is to empower believers to think beyond the Big Three 
and find ways to use whatever gifts they have received to serve the Lord 
both in and out of the church sanctuary and to help churches see ministry 
as something far beyond what trained clergy and talents musicians do on 
a Sunday morning. 

Consider for a moment what would happen if people took Ephesians 
2:10 (“For we are God’s workmanship created in Christ Jesus to good 
works which God prepared in advance for us to do” (NIV) seriously. We 
would be an amazing array of people doing all kinds of wonderful works, 
blessing people all over the place and bringing glory (and people!) to God. 
Gifted people all over the place investing the masters talents  and bringing 
in a huge harvest. It would radically change the world and I believe that is 
Church God intended.

A.M.O.K. is starting with the artists. So what if you picked up this 
book and you’re not an artist? Impossible! Everyone is an artist, you just 
might use a non traditional medium, like a wrench or a calculator or a 
computer.   

                 
You’re an artist 

I’m re-reading the book Linchpin by Seth Godin. It is a business book 
in a sense, but it’s remarkable and a must read for all the folks that read 
this book. When I go out and do workshops and seminars especially in the 
church, one of the first things I have to do is convince people that they can 
be artistic and have the ability to be creative. Here’s Godin’s take on being 
an artist.

First we should look at how Godin defines art. He says, “Art is a per-
sonal gift that changes the recipient. The medium doesn’t matter, The intent 
does.” And at another point Godin writes, “Art is a personal act of cour-
age, something one person does that creates change in another.” Further 
he poses a question: “If Art is a human connection that causes someone to 
change his mind, then you are an artist. What if you were great at it?”
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Finally Godin writes, “Art is created by an artist. Art is unique, new 

and challenging to the status quo. It’s not decoration, it’s something that 
causes change.

Art cannot be merely commerce. It must also be a gift. The artist cre-
ates his idea knowing that it will spread freely, without recompense, Sure, 
the physical manifestation of the art may sell for a million dollars, but that 
painting or that song is also going to be by someone who didn’t pay for 
it.

Art is not limited to art school, or to music or even to the stage, Art is 
any original idea that can be a gift. It takes art to make a mom happy on 
the first day of nursery school. It takes art to construct a business model 
that permits people in the United States to play poker online. It takes art to 
construct the plans for the English Chunnel.

Most of all, art involves laot. Not the labor of lifting a brush or typing 
a sentence, but the emotional labor of doing something difficult, taking a 
risk and extending yourself.

It’s entirely possible that you’re an artist.

Sometimes, though, caught up in the endless cycle of commerce, we 
forget about the gift nature of art, we fail to do the hard work of emotional 
labor, and we cease to be artists.”

So what do you think? By this definition are you an artist? Even if the 
examples in this book tie in the more traditional art media, I believe most 
of principals in these pages can apply to anyone who wants to use his or 
her gifts to serve others and make a difference.

One last thing. While I can’t say I wouldn’t like to earn some money 
from this book, I trust God to take care of that. The biggest thing for me 
is that these ideas spread and that people put them to use, using their God 
given gifts to make a difference. So please, if this book blesses you, share 
it, blog it, spread the word. No permission is needed. Run A.M.O.K. 
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Why A.M.O.K?

I named this ministry A.M.O.K. almost ten years ago and over the 
years I’ve gotten some flack about it. One person informed me that amok 
means a murderous rampage. That’s  clearly not my intent. Another in-
formed me that the name is scripturally incorrect because God is not a 
God of disorder but of order. I’m not changing the name so I thought I’d 
set the record straight. A.M.O.K. as you’ll notice from all the periods be-
tween the letters is an acronym. It stands for Arts Ministry Outreach for 
the Kingdom. It’s a much a vision statement as it is a name. Arts describes 
the tool I use for Ministry. One of the primary purposes of the ministry is 
to get beyond the walls of the church and do Outreach and finally “for the 
Kingdom” is a reminder for me and anyone who joins me about why we 
do what we do. It’s to build up the Kingdom of God and bring glory, not 
to ourselves, (which is a struggle for many artists including myself) but 
to God. 

I know God is not a God of disorder and yet I desire to see the Gospel 
run amok in this  world, to see it turn the world upside down (right side 
up) and restore it to what it was supposed to be. A.M.O.K’s founding verse 
is 1 Peter 4:10, “Each one should use whatever gifts he has received to 
serve others faithfully administering God’s grace in it’s various forms.” 
(NIV) Is it about art? Partly I guess. Art is the tool that we use to spread the 
message of God’s love and grace (not to mention salvation through Jesus 
Christ) and I pray that many creative folks will grab a hold of this vision 
to use what they have been given to bring glory to God. My prayer is that 
a movement of creatives will rise up and do great things for the Lord. Re-
claiming the arts for the Kingdom is part of this vision, but it goes beyond 
that. Imagine what would happen if all these creative people reconnect 
their God given creativity to God’s vision for their lives and God’s amaz-
ing power. We will see amazingly creative God inspired things happening 
all over the world all in the name of Christ. You’ll never know what will 
happen next but God will be receiving glory everywhere and people will 
being reached with the truth that can set them free because that truth will 
be spoken in ways they can understand. The Gospel will “run amok.”    

And it’s not just the arts. Imagine what would happen if we would 
speak to the Body of Christ, the Church. Imagine what would happen if 
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the rest of the body would catch the vision that God wants to use their gifts 
as well. They may not feel like they have an artistic creative bone in their 
bodies, but what if we helped them make the connection. What if we got 
them thinking, “They can do that with their gift, I have a gift too. What 
can I do with my gift?” Imagine what would happen if the whole body of 
Christ gave themselves and their gifts and everything they have back to the 
Giver and said, “Here it is Lord, use me where you want.” 

That’s the movement I want to see rise up. That’s why I started 
A.M.O.K. and I believe it’s my calling. It’s a vision that’s way too big for 
me, but that’s okay, if a vision is small enough to do yourself, it’s probably 
not big enough. I would love for you to join me in this vision. Let’s run 
A.M.O.K.

Before we go there, there are three concepts I need to 
make sure I cover...
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Sin

This word is most unpopular in our society today. A lot of people see 
it as something that only comes out of the mouths of the judgmental but 
the truth of the matter is it effects every person breathing on the face of 
the earth. You, me, everybody. In case you don’t believe me ask yourself, 
“Have I ever done anything I knew was wrong, on purpose?” No one but 
Jesus has ever gotten that question right. You’re a sinner, welcome to the 
club.

The Bible says, “All have sinned and fallen short of the glory of 
God.”(NIV) It also says that the wages of sin is death. Life’s 100% mor-
tality rate bears out this fact. Don’t beat yourself up, that’s counter produc-
tive. The word sin’s original meaning is to miss the mark. In our case the 
mark is Christ and his perfection and we all fall short of that. We live in a 
fallen world, sin is in our DNA from our very first parents in the Garden of 
Eden, it’s not leaving without a fight.

Fortunately we’re not alone in the fight and yes we do have to fight. 
Sin destroys and kills. It ruins lives, tears families apart and damages us 
almost beyond repair. Sin is especially heinous for those of us who call 
ourselves followers of Christ. Our sins force those we are supposed to be 
showing the way to scream “Hypocrite.” Sin in the church brings dishonor 
to God, the exact opposite of what we are supposed to be doing.  Any ter-
rible story you ever read in your life, any deadly disease, anything destruc-
tive in this world can be traced back to sin sometimes our own and some-
times we’re just getting hit by the splatter of someone else’s. Ultimately it 
can all be traced back to the choice in the garden. “Everybody sins” is not 
an excuse it’s a wake up call. 

We need to stop sinning, we need to pray and we need to change direc-
tion and that leads to our next concept...
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Repentance

The second basic thing we all need to know if we want to serve the 
Lord with out gifts is repentance. We’ve already established that everyone 
deals with sin. We all have it in our lives. So what do we do about sin? 
Well the answer is pretty simple but the actual doing can be a real chal-
lenge. It’s repentance. Now I know this is another really unpopular word. 
Say the word ‘repent” and many get an image of a straggly street preacher 
carrying a big sign and screaming about the end of the world. While there 
may be some truth to what the street preacher has to say, I think he paints 
a bad picture of repentance.

Repentance basically means “turn-around” it’s looking at the stuff that 
you know is wrong in your life and deciding to turn around and go in the 
opposite direction.

It’s pretty simple really. God and Jesus have nothing to do with sin. 
They are diametrically opposed to one sin. To sin is to go in the exact op-
posite direction of the way God is moving, so if you find yourself there, 
resist the temptation to keep going and see how it works out and turn 
around.

Repent.
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Salvation

The Bible says, “all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of 
God.”(NIV) That means you me, everybody. From there it gets worse, 
the Bible tells us the wages of sin is death and it’s true, since sin entered 
the world the mortality rate has been essentially  100%. Sin kills, period. 
We’ve dealt with repentance but if you’ve tried repentance, you know it’s 
easier said than done. Repentance is not something we can do on our own. 
We need help. We need a Savior.

Thank God He sent one. Yes the wages of sin is death but the scrip-
ture continues “but the gift of God is eternal life through Christ Jesus our 
Lord.”(NIV) We cannot save ourselves, we need a Savior and God gave 
one, His only Son, Jesus. Through belief in Him, we can be saved from 
our sins and given eternal life. You see Jesus never sinned and because He 
never sinned He was fit to take your punishment for you. He gave Him-
self up and died in your place so that you could be saved. The Bible says 
“Salvation is found in no one else for there is no other name under heaven 
given to men by which we must be saved.” (NIV) Further in John 14:6 
Jesus said, “I am the way and the truth and the life, no one comes to the 
Father except through me.” (NIV) Jesus is the only way to Salvation, the 
only way to heaven. Have you placed your trust in Him for your salvation? 
If not pray and invite Jesus to become your savior.

Of equal importance, He also needs to be your Lord. In other words 
He rules your life. You live to follow His example. You live to serve Him 
and love Him. You obey His teachings and commands as found in the 
Word of God. You represent Him as He is in this world. 

Why is this so important? Well besides the fact that it determines 
where you will spend eternity, in the context of the conversation we are 
having in this book it means everything. We are here on this earth to use 
what we have been given to bring glory to His name so that others will see 
what He is doing in us and call upon His name for salvation. The Bible 
says “Everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord will be saved.” We 
are here to use the gifts we have been given to point people to Jesus. To do 
this properly we need to represent Him well.
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Jesus said it this way in Matthew chapter 5, “You are the light of the 

world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and 
put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to ev-
eryone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before men, that 
they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven.” (NIV) 
When we live His example, we shine. When we fgive our best, we shine. 
When  we use our gifts to serve others we shine. We become light in the 
darkness, we show people a better way. We show them that there is some-
thing better than sin. We show them that repentance allows us to turn from 
the things that are destroying us and we show that there is a God who loves 
them, and wants what’s best for them. We show the path to a meaningful 
life in this world and eternal life when this life is through. 

If you haven’t come to Jesus as Lord and Savior yet, you need to. If 
you have the only fitting response to the sacrifice He made for you on the 
cross is a life of giving Him your very best. Live to His glory. Live so 
people will see what you do and praise Him. When you mess up, and you 
will mess up, confess, repent and keep moving forward in Him. Life is not 
a dress rehearsal, you only get one shot at it. Live for all your worth or 
better yet, live for all He’s worth.

If you’ve grasped these three concepts, it’s time... Let’s run 
A.M.O.K.! 
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Be Yourself

I was taken to task.

It was the end of a very prolific year for me and I decided to blog about all the 
things that I had been blessed to do in the year one day and on the next day I posted 
about my goals for the coming year. I prefaced that blog with James admonition 
about planning for the future from chapter four. 

“Now listen, you who say, “Today or tomorrow we will go to this or that city, 
spend a year there, carry on business and make money.” (NIV) Why, you do not 
even know what will happen tomorrow. What is your life? You are a mist that 
appears for a little while and then vanishes. Instead, you ought to say, “If it is the 
Lord’s will, we will live and do this or that.” As it is, you boast in your arrogant 
schemes. All such boasting is evil. If anyone, then, knows the good they ought to 
do and doesn’t do it, it is sin for them.

The person taking me to task basically said sometimes what we want to put 
off as a tes-timony is really boasting and I will admit that although that was not my 
intent, that I often wrestle with how much of what I do is really about God and how 
much is about me. I think that’s a struggle for all of us who seek to use our creative 
gifts for God. The Bible says, “the heart is deceitful above all things and so a key to 
serving Him faithfully is keeping your connection to God tight and keeping your 
grip on your plan loose. 

One of the things my challenger said to me is to make sure I don’t put my 
pressures  on other people and that is very true. You can’t be me and you shouldn’t 
try. Neither can I be you. We are each called and created to do what we are called 
and created to do. 

Take inspiration where you can get it, but don’t push yourself and don’t push 
your work, especially if the only reason you are pushing is to keep up with what 
someone else is doing. God’s call for you is unique to you. When He is asking 
something of you, do it for all you’re worth. When you don’t feel His leading, take 
a break. It’s okay to rest, as a matter of fact, He commands it. Keeping up with the 
Jones’s is a fools errand.

UBU!    
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Your Gift

The founding verse for AMOKArts is 1 Peter 4:10, “Each one should 
use whatever gifts he has received to serve others, faithfully administer-
ing God’s grace in its various forms.” This verse transformed my life and 
started me on this  path of using art to serve the Lord. At it’s core, I believe 
life is about giving and being a gift.

I recently did a painting for my son Chris. He’s really into musical 
theater and he is quite good at it. It’s his gift. The painting shows the logos 
of all the shows he’s done so far. I gave him this gift to commemorate his 
accomplishments and to let him know I am proud of him. I can’t really do 
what he does, but I can do what I can do to bless him. That’s a culture of 
giving.

Art in all it’s various forms is a gift. Now we may create it for the 
intention of selling it, but even so deep inside we hope that it will be seen 
by many others for free, that many will see it and receive joy or hear it’s 
message or receive a blessing or…well you get the idea.

In his book, Linchpin, Seth Godin gives a short quote that really made 
me think. I share it with you here along with two questions.

“Three ways people think about gifts:
1. Give me a gift!
2. Here’s a gift; now you owe me big[time
3. Here’s a gift, I love you

The first two are capitalist misunderstandings of what it means to give 
or receive a gift. The third is the only valid alternative on the list.”

Remember,  the Bible instructs us to do everything we do as if we 
were doing it for the Lord. This includes our art. Since God is the creator, 
giver and owner of everything, the only gift we can give Him is a number 
three gift. An offering of love. Our other gifts must also be number three 
gifts, doing what we do out of love and trusting God with the benefit to us. 
Yes we must work and earn a living, but art is about living generously and 
trusting that God will take care of us.

How will you approach what God has given? How will you give your 
gift?
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Rejection

I recently received an email from someone I admire immensely. His 
company was  assembling a street team to promoite an upcoming project. 
There was an application process involved. This street team would get free 
advanced copies of books and other information to help to promote their 
products. I jumped at the chance. I wrote about the way this person had in-
spired my work, how my ministry has grown and flourished and about all the 
things the Lord is starting to do through us. My application was rejected.

Why do I post this? Because as artists and creatives, we will all deal 
with rejection sooner or later and it can be tough, but there are a few things 
we need to remember:

1. It’s not an indictment of you or your work. I still love this person’s 1. 
stuff and I will still promote it, tweet it and post it. This  person has had 
and will continue to have a major influence on my work as a creative 
and a leader. I just wasn’t a fit for this project. Sometimes you won’t be 
a fit either and that’s okay. The only way to fit everyone’s mold (if that is 
even possible) is to be totally bland and thoroughly unremarkable.
Rejection is not always permanent. If you are convinced that this is 2. 
something you want, need and.or are led by God to do, rejection can 
make you work harder to enhance and develop your gift.
Sometimes rejection is a sign that you are headed in the wrong direc-3. 
tion. That’s okay too because the best thing to do when you are headed 
in the wrong direction is turn around. In my case, I really feel like this 
may have taken time away from other things I need to be doing to be 
faithful to my calling, so God closed the door. I’m not worried, I know 
another one will open because God is good.

If we keep these things in mind, rejection is a gift. It helps us to hone 
our choices, make better ones and helps us prioritize. Be careful with knee 
jerk reactions. Don’t stubbornly bang against a closed door (unless God is 
leading) and don’t just up and quit. Rejection is a part of life for everyone, 
but especially artists, but so is God’s love. Trust, obey and look for the next 
open door. 
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Distraction

You’ve probably seen the video. At this writing it has been hit 1.3 
million times on Youtube. It actually happened a few miles from my home 
at the mall I frequent… well frequently. A young lady, deeply involved 
in her texting, becomes an involuntary celebrity when she inadvertently 
trips into the fountain. It really is hilarious. I could use this opportunity to 
say things like, “thank God she wasn’t driving…” but I’ll use a little more 
discretion than that.

What I want to talk about is distraction. This young lady clearly had 
more important things to do than texting, (like watching where she was 
going) but clearly she had some place she needed to be and so she decided 
to multitask. She did the walking on autopilot and attended to the pressing 
issue at hand, or in her hand as the case may be.

How many times have you done that? Oh you may not have fallen into 
a fountain but you have little memory of what you just did. You have a lot 
on your mind as you step into your car and before you realize it you’re 
home (unless something happened that snapped you back to reality). You 
were distracted.

How much of life do we miss because we’re distracted? How many 
mistakes have you made because you were distracted? Maybe it’s time to 
slow down a little and do one thing at a time. After all, hard as it may seem 
to believe, the world will keep on turning if you’re not running through life 
at breakneck speed and if you think it will, you need to slow down.

Jesus and His disciples once visited the home of two sisters, Mary and 
Martha. Martha at once got busy, she ran around like a lunatic trying to get 
everything ready to feed the disciples. (Good thing there wasn’t a fountain 
there…) Meanwhile Mary sat with Jesus and learned from him. Martha 
saw this and got ticked. She went to Jesus and ordered him to tell Mary to 
help her. Jesus said, “Martha, Martha,” the Lord answered, “you are wor-
ried and upset about many things, but only one thing is needed. Mary has 
chosen what is better, and it will not be taken away from her.” (NIV)

In our lives, trying to do great stuff for God, it is really easy to fall into 
this pattern, but God doesn’t want us to be so distracted that we miss life, 
and He especially doesn’t want us to miss Him. Slow down, pick the best 
thing and do it.
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Disappointment

If you’re an artist of any kind, rejection can be a pretty big part of life 
and knowing that makes it no easier. Actor’s get cut at auditions. Submis-
sions get returned. Critics pan your stuff. It can get downright depressing. 
Your put your heart and soul into something and it’s not appreciated. It 
gets even worse when you felt led by God and you prayed. How does that 
balance with passages like this one?

You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you so that you 
might go and bear fruit—fruit that will last—and so that whatever you ask 
in my name the Father will give you. John 15:16 (NIV)

First off you tried to bear fruit but the people wouldn’t eat it. Secondly 
you prayed, you asked in His name and He didn’t deliver. What’s up with 
that? 

A couple things come to mind. Fruit is a sticky thing. The fruit of our 
efforts doesn’t always land in our wallets nor does it always show up in 
ways that we see. You never know what will happen when someone sees 
your stuff. Hearts may be touched and moved, the sum of your whole ef-
fort might be one small step on the road to eternity for someone. You won’t 
know about it on this side of the grave but the time you invested is nothing 
compared to eternity so rejoice in your calling and trust God to do what 
He will do.

Secondly be careful with the last half of that verse. A lot of people 
misuse that whole whatever you ask for in my name thing. In Jesus name 
strapped to the end of a prayer is not a magic word that makes things hap-
pen. When you ask in Jesus name, you are asking for what he would ask 
for.
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I hate onions. I think they taste horrible. I’m sure God had a great rea-

son for making them, but that reason is lost on me. If I asked you to order 
lunch for me, and you knew of my hatred for onions and you ordered them 
anyway, I don’t know who you ordered for but you can’t have ordered for 
me. You can’t ask in my name for something I can’t stand. In the same 
way, when you ask in Jesus name you have to trust that He will only de-
liver those things that are for your good and He knows what that is better 
than you do. 

If you’re disappointed and don’t feel like you’re getting the most out 
of life, first check yourself. Are you asking the right One for the right 
things? Do you have the right motivations and are you asking with the 
right heart? If you are, press on and trust Him to open and close doors and 
make what He’s called you to do count.   

Creative Challenge
Think of a time that you have been disappointed in your life. What 

happened? How did you respond to it? Have you overcome the disap-
pointment and if so how? Create a statement that reminds you how to deal 
with disappointment. You might try looking up quotes online or better yet 
search the scriptures for a verse that speaks to what you’re going through. 
Then turn that statement into a work of art to be displayed prominently as 
a reminder that this too shall pass and that disappointemtn can and will be 
overcome.   
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Being Misunderstood

I think at the core of each of us is a desire to be understood yet art-
ists are some of the most widely misunderstood. We have this great gift 
to help us to make things more clear and yet we almost wear this idea of 
being misunderstood as a badge of honor—like we’re so much smarter 
than everyone else and we’re in on something their missing. Some church 
folks act the same way and I don’t really like it from either group. I do 
what I do to share a story to bring others in, to draw people into my story 
and to build a community. I have no desire to be elite, I want to be your 
friend, yes I want to challenge your world view but not from a position of 
supremacy but more like the way a friend talks to a friend putting ideas 
and concepts out there to be considered.

In my case it’s the story of Christ and what He has done for me, what 
He expects from His people. My belief in God makes me need to make 
that very clear.

Christ taught in stories and I still feel like it is probably the most ef-
fective way to get a message across.

I adhere pretty strongly to the quote attributed to a Confucian philoso-
pher named Xunzi. What I hear I forget, what I see I remember, what I do 
I understand. So adding the visual to the story makes it more memorable 
and more retainable and if I can get the people interacting with the story or 
helping with the art, so much the better because in the end I want them to 
not just hear the story, not just remember the story, not just to understand 
the story but to emprace the story, live the story and be transformed by the 
story.

Creative Challenge
Create a demonstration piece and present it to a group of people, al-

lowing them to make their own project as you teach. This will help you to 
focus on the concept of being understood. 
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Translation 

One of the critiques I hear of artists from time to time is that their work 
is too pedestrian. I assume that they mean that the art is too accessible to 
the common man. I find this laughable. We artists often brood that no one 
understands us and yet when people begin to understand our work we 
complain. Let me make this clear, I want to be understood. My work is all 
about the story. As a follower of Jesus Christ, one of the first and foremost 
things I want to do is bring glory to God just as He did. He often taught in 
stories. I fully intend for my work to tell a variety of stories, but my goal is 
that they all in some way reflect the story of a God who loves us and wants 
to be in relationship with each and every one of us. My story is a story of 
rescue, healing and redemption and my hope is that the work that I do will 
in some way reflect that to the viewer.

I want people to look at the piece and understand where I am coming 
from. Do I want my work to make people think and contemplate? Abso-
lutely but at the end of the day what want more than anything is that the 
viewer will be drawn a little closer to God.

Creative Challenge
Select a word or a concept, maybe even a biblical concept that you 

think is hard for someone to understand. (Doctrine of propitiation or  the 
Trinity, anyone?) and create an work of art whose sole purpose is to help 
the viewer understand it.
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Put One Foot in Front of the Other

It’s amazing how things pop into your head sometimes. There are 
times when I think discouragement may be the greatest enemy of creativ-
ity, but sometimes when we apply creativity to discouragement, God uses 
it to solve the problem.

I am relatively sure that all artists and creatives deal with discourage-
ment as a matter of fact I’d be willing to bet that we deal with it more than 
most of the rest of the population. To create something that has not existed 
before is an invitation to naysayers who will tell you why it stinks, why 
it won’t work... Sometimes to be an artist is to be misunderstood, which 
is kind of a vicious cycle since I think a lot of people create art, at least 
in part, to try to be understood. Feeling like nobody understands is a wide 
open door to discouragement.  

I was having one of those days when I question everything and I won-
der if I am going in the right direction at all. I was feeling more and more 
discouraged, when it hit me—A silly song from a classic Christmas spe-
cial, “Put One Foot in Front of the Other.” That’s it in a nutshell. We will 
be misunderstood and still we must create. We create because it’s how God 
made us and because, on some level, we have been given a glimpse of a 
future that no one else can see. A future that God has put in our hands to 
create. A future that can only exist by God working through us to make it 
so. Along the way many will misunderstand it and many will try to stop it. 
Discouragement is what  happens when they start to win. We can’t let them 
win. The future is out there somewhere  and we won’t get there all at once, 
but we’ll never get there if we stop. The Bible says it this way, “...we walk 
by faith, not by sight:” Put one foot in front of the other.
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Control

I’ll admit it, some days I can be a control freak, but over the last few 
months I have been being pushed and prodded on it. I recently undertook 
the task of teaching my son to drive. In Pennsylvania, where I live, a driver 
with a learners permit must log 50 hours behind the wheel before obtain-
ing his drivers license. This has been a somewhat trying process. It’s not 
because he’s doing badly, It’s because of something else. See in the begin-
ning I found myself clutching the door handle and pressing an imaginary 
brake pedal on the floor. I found myself envying his driving instructor who 
has a real brake pedal on her side. Time passed and several months later, 
I rarely touched the door handle and I don’t think I pressed my iBrake 
(imaginary brake, yes I’m trademarking that) once. All my clutching and 
iBraking was a quest for the one thing I didn’t have…control. Eventually 
he got his license and he is showing all the signs of being a good safe 
driver, but in order to get him there, I had to give up control.

I experienced something similar in a live performance art project. Usu-
ally I do this type of thing solo but this time I found myself collaborating 
with another artist. We came up with a few ideas and settled in on one at 
which point I began to sketch. I sketched something that I thought would 
be workable in the time allotted and the other artist had a different idea. 
I knew what I had to do. The artist with whom I collaborated is from the 
church I was helping. She is the one who will be working with the people 
who will be reached through the event. I needed to give her control and I 
did which left me in a strange place.

I confess I thought her designs were very aggressive, good, but ag-
gressive making them a huge undertaking to finish. I had serious doubts as 
to our ability to finish on time but if we could make it work it would look 
fantastic. I had a choice, I could complain, I could push to do it my way 
but I didn’t. I gave her control and I went and served and did my very best 
to make it work. 
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I gave up control. Usually by the time I step up before an audience. I have 

planned and replanned and then planned again. I have it down to a science, 
everything in place. I’m in control. That night I showed up with my brushes 
and hoped we could pull it off. It’s a little tough to not be in control.

In all of our undertakings, especially those things we do to serve the 
Lord, we face the same thing. We can plan and prepare and do all kinds of 
things to be ready, but the un-known factors should make us realize we are 
not ultimately in control. I rite a lot about faithfulness; we Christians being 
faithful with what we have (talents, skills, opportunities, etc.) but there is 
another side to faithfulness. Ultimately we need to put all of life in God’s 
hands and give Him control. When we give Him control we see the other 
side of faithfulness, God’s faithfulness to us.

I went into that night not knowing what would happen. All I knew was 
God loves us and the people we were serving that night and He has a plan. 
I had no choice but to trust Him to be faithful and give Him control. In the 
next pages I’ll tell you what happened. 

Creative Challenge
Team up with another artist. each of you start a project and then hand 

it off to your partner to finish it. Resist the urge to give instructions and 
micromanage the finished project. The goal with this is less about creating 
a great piece of art (though you should still give both sides of the project 
your best) and more about learning to give up control)
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Out of Control

I just shared this idea about handing over control to God and I want to 
share what happened as a testimony to God’s faithfulness.

First of all I was tested. I left my office with the intent of taking a one 
and a half hour drive. That of course turned into a two hour+ drive with 
traffic and what appeared to be a fire setting me off the route I knew. I 
made a turn to go around the incident only to discover I turned not onto 
another road but onto a rather lengthy drive into a school (Does anyone 
remember “No Outlet” signs? One would have been nice here.) Sadly I 
flunked that test, but I repented of my attitude and eventually arrived at 
my destination.

I prayed again and gave God control of the evening and a peace washed 
over me. Nerves became nervous energy which is infinitely better. I still 
wasn’t sure we could finish, but that was in God’s hands.

Well we finished (God even gave us more time than we had envisioned 
and the timing looked flawless as if we had choreographed it) and the art  
looked great but that’s not really the biggest thing. I learned to collaborate 
and I don’t have to always be in control, but that’s not the biggest thing 
either. The biggest thing was when the speaker finished his message gave a 
call to come to Jesus and hands went up. In a small way God used me and 
my friends to touch eternity. Not too shabby. When you feel like you’re out 
of control, give God control. He will never let you down.
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Outdoing God

One day during my devotions I had a strange through that I think is 
worthy of our consideration, especially for Christ following artists but also 
for any Christian. I was reading the book of Exodus where Moses is begin-
ning to confront Pharaoh and call the plagues down upon Egypt. Moses 
threw down his staff and it became a snake. Pharaoh’s magicians did the 
same through their dark arts and theirs became snakes as well (only to 
be eaten by Moses’s staff). Then Moses turned the water into blood and 
Pharaoh’s magicians did the same through their dark arts. Finally Moses 
called a plague of frogs against Egypt and Pharaoh’s magicians did the 
same through their dark arts. 

My question is why did they do it? Think about it. Pharaoh and his 
magicians were in essence pitting the power of God against the powers 
of Satan, whether they realized it or not. They were trying to show that, 
through their dark powers, they could do what God can do. What did they 
accomplish? Well for starters they all lost their staffs and then in every 
case they added to their own misery. They made matters worse in each 
case, damaging their own lot in life and I believe they showed us some-
thing important.

In our own power, we can accomplish some pretty amazing things. It’s 
not surprising really. We are the children of the Creator, but when we are 
defiant of God, when we misuse our power, when we go outside His will, 
the usual effect is we make matters worse. The reason for that is simple, 
when we walk outside God’s will we walk into the enemy’s will, whether 
we know it or not. We cannot outdo God and when we try all we do is 
make matters worse. So in the words of Joshua, Choose today whom you 
will serve.
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Integrity

We hear a lot about this word, “integrity” but what does it mean? We 
could go for a dictionary definition and that would be fine, but I want 
to go in a slightly different direction. The word “integrity” and the word 
“integer” come from the same root words. We know an integer is a whole 
number and a life of integrity is a whole life. Everything lines up. Your 
speech is full of whole truths and not partial truths. What you say and what 
you do line up. You talk the talk and walk the walk.

Jesus said it this way, “Simply let your ‘Yes’ be ‘Yes,’ and your ‘No,’ 
‘No’; anything beyond this comes from the evil one.” Matthew 5:37 
(NIV).

Remember as Christ followers we always represent Jesus and Jesus 
always meant what He said and said what He meant. His words and His 
life lined up. We must be the same. In our lives and in our work, we must 
have integrity. We must not bow to the temptation to do work that does not 
line up with our faith. Jesus never did the wrong thing for the right reason, 
neither can we. Live and work in integrity.

Creative Challenge

The apostle Paul wrote, “I do not understand what I do. For what I 
want to do I do not do, but what I hate I do.” (Romans 7:15 NIV) If you 
wrestle with integrity you’re in good company, but that being said, we 
cannot just lay down and give in. Read Romans 7:14-25 and then create 
an image of what it means to live in integrity for you. Remember integrity 
means living a life that lines up with what you say you believe so, for a 
Christ follower, integrity must line up with the teachings of Scripture.    
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I Can

I love doing art ministry workshops but there is one thing that always 
drives me a little crazy. I have to spend so much time telling people they 
can do art. Maybe they got a bad grade or someone told them they had no 
talent and they gave up. They tell me they can’t draw a straight line or a 
stick figure. They say they don’t have a creative bone in their bodies. The 
first one light be possible but the second is certainly a lie. I’m not saying 
you will be a professional artist or that you’ll ever sell a painting or hang 
one in a gallery or a museum, but I will tell you this, you can do what God 
is calling you to do. So if you have an image in your head that you think 
might be from God, stop worrying about what the nay sayers or the critics 
or even your loved ones will say. Pick a medium and create that image. Do 
what you feel God is leading you to so.

He may have given it to you to show you something very personal or 
it ,may have been give to share with the world. It may bless millions or 
speak to one heart. Don’t worry about all that stuff now just be obedient 
and express it. The obedience is up to you, everything else is up to God. 

This doesn’t just apply to art. We all face areas of life where we feel 
insufficient. These are the times when the little voice comes into your head 
and tells you you’re not good or smart enough or just not enough in gen-
eral. Do yourself a favor. Don’t listen to that voice. The truth is you are not 
enough and neither am I but that’s okay because you are not alone, God is 
with you and God is enough. You can do whatever God wants you to do, 
because He will do it through you. 

You can do it!

I’ve needed to be reminded of this myself recently. It appears the job 
that I have had for the last 11 years will soon be going to part time and 
this gives me a good deal of fear. On one hand the job is what I have used 
to support a good part of my ministyr not to mention my family. On the 
other hand, I have this vision from God to use my creative gifts to share 
the love of Jesus Christ with people and to go into the church and encour-
age and empower people to use their gifts to serve the Lord. It’s my dream, 
my vision and my calling, so what do I do. Well I can listen to the voice 
that tells me I can’t, that it doesn’t make sense or I can trust the One who 
called me in the first place. I choose to do that and say, through His power, 
“I CAN.”
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Have a God Given Idea

I know this is probably going to seem like a DUH! moment for some 
readers and yet I feel at the start of a column for people who want to serve 
the Lord in the arts I think it’s important to touch on this fact. The best 
ministry is ministry that was actually inspired by God. I know that should 
be obvious and yet too often I find that artists who truly desire to serve the 
Lord are asking Him to bless what they’re doing and while that’s a great 
idea, there is a better one. Ask God to make you a part of what He is doing. 
I know that may seem like I’m playing word games but I’m not. There can 
be a world of difference between the two. 

There are so many things that I want to do in this world but if my heart 
is truly submitted to God then it’s not about what I want, it’s about what 
God wants to do through me. It’s not about the way I want to be used, it’s 
about the way He wants to use me. There’s a verse in the Bible (Psalm 
37:4) that says, “delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the 
desires of your heart.” (NIV) This is a huge key. If we delight in the Lord 
then what He desires will become what we desire because we delight in 
Him. Once our desires and His desires line up, once we find ourselves on 
the same page with God, He can give us what we desire because it will 
also be what He desires us to have and it will fit in His plan for the universe 
of which you are a part. 

You might be asking yourself how to delight in the Lord. The best, 
most fitting way I can describe this is to tell you about my wife and my 
marriage. We have been married for just over twenty years and I delight in 
her. I want to know everything about her. I spend time with her, I talk to 
her, I want to know what she desires and as far as it depends on me, I want 
to make it happen for her. Why is that the most fitting example? Because 
Jesus is often described in scripture as the bridegroom and his Church is 
His bride. 

To really delight in Him is to spend time with Him in prayer, to get 
to know Him, by reading His word and make your prayers a conversation 
rather than a monologue. A big part of prayer is an often neglected part, 
listening. Ask God to guide your steps, ask Him to give you the ideas and 
then listen and do what He says. 
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The best ideas are the ones He gives. The best most effective projects 

and ministries will be the ones He inspires so before you put brush to 
canvas, pen to paper (or finger to keyboard), hand to pick, or foot to stage 
floor spend some time with the Lord and find out what He wants, because 
the bottom line is His idea will be better than yours and it will be the most 
effective work that you can do because it will be part of His plan for the 
universe. Remember He created it, He knows how it works and He knows 
where you fit. So ask Him to make you a part of what He is doing. 

We can have all kinds of great ideas but the best idea is always a God 
given idea.

Creative Challenge
Keep a prayer journal. Make sure that you make quiet a part of  your 

prayer life. Prayer is a conversation. Journal the ideas you receive in prayer 
and highlight them for future reference. Act on those that you feel the Lord 
leads you to the strongest. Refer back to the journal when you are looking 
for a project. 
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You Do It!

My friend Rick Bundschuh “suffers for Jesus” on the island of Kauai, 
Hawaii, pastoring a church on one of the most beautiful places on earth. 
Rick used to have a statement posted to his church website about people 
wishing to start ministries in the church. It basically went like this: “If you 
come to (the leadership) with a vision for something you want to do, we’re 
probably going to say, go for it and get behind you, if you come to us with 
a vision for something you want us to do, we’re probably going to say no.” 
That is incredibly wise. We all have a vision, and we all have a God-given 
mission and many church leaders never get to theirs (and burn themselves 
out) because they are too busy doing other people’s “good ideas.”

As a pastor, I’ve adopted a similar philosophy to Rick’s. I’ve had to 
because it’s the only way I can be faithful to God with my life. I know 
what I am called to do and what I am not called to do and I must spend 
the majority of my time doing what I am called to do. Pastors who do 
everything for their congregations, cripple their congregations and keep 
their people from being what they are called to be. Ephesians 4 gives us a 
mandate for leaders in the church. The passage starts off by listing spiri-
tual gifts given to people in church leadership. “It was he (God) who gave 
some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and 
some to be pastors and teachers...” Why did God give these gifts? The next 
verse tells us: “to prepare God’s people for works of service, so that the 
body of Christ (the church) may be built up until we all reach unity in the 
faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attain-
ing to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ.” Your church leaders’ 
jobs are to teach you to follow Christ and to guide you to do what you are 
called to do.” (NIV) The church is built up when the people all do what 
they are called to do.

The rule of thumb at my church goes like this, If you see something 
and you think someone should do something about that, go and grab a mir-
ror, look into it and introduce yourself to somebody. If God laid it on your 
heart (which is the churchy way of saying he brought it to your attention) 
He probably wants you to do something about it. In other words...

You do it!       
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Try It

There’s an old saying, It’s better (or easier) to ask forgiveness than it 
is to ask permission. I have tried this and sometimes it works, however 
when it comes to the church an a calling to submit to authority not to men-
tion honoring God, I don’t think it’s the way to go. So what should you do 
instead? 

Imagine you have a ministry in mind, you feel it is a leading from 
God, but you’re pretty sure it will be a tough sell to your church. Some-
times the best thing to do is realize that some of the struggles we think we 
will have are imaginary. Seth Godin once wrote, “anxiety is experiencing 
failure in advance.” There’s a verse in the Bible that says, “you have not 
because you ask not.” Perhaps you just need to bite the bullet and “pop the 
question.” Find a leader in the church that you think might be open to what 
you’re thinking and open a dialogue.

Now suppose that doesn’t go well. Is your idea dead? That depends. 
Sometimes church leaders experience anxiety too. They may love your 
idea but they aren’t sure how  it will fly with the rest of the congregation. 
Don’t be too tough on them, you had the same concern. The next step is to 
ask yourself a couple of good (but tough) questions.

Is the problem with the idea or is it with me?  This one might be 1. 
tough but it is a good question. Have you shown yourself to be a 
faithful servant who is capable of leadership? Are you living the 
kind of moral and ethical life that warrants you being allowed to 
lead? If not, put your idea on the back burner, do the steps that can 
be done in  preparation, but volunteer to do the things that need to 
be done at the church show yourself to be faithful. If the problem 
is your moral or ethical life, don’t even bother going to Matthew 
7:1, (you know, “judge not...) that just shows you’re prideful and 
unrepentant. Do what needs to be done and clean up your act. 
Maybe they just feel you’re too young and inexperienced. You 
can kick against this one if you want, but you may end up proving 
their point so instead, find an older more experienced mentor to 
work with you. Once you’re convinced you’re not the problem, 
look at the idea and ask the second question. 
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Does this idea fit where I am trying to put it? Some things are a 2. 
fit for within the church and some are meant to be done outside. 
Some fit within the context of certain ministries but not for the 
whole church, etc. For example:  The Passion of the Christ was 
over all a great movie that showed a lot of great spiritual truth, but 
show it in children’s church and you are going to be in heaps of 
trouble. It doesn’t fit. I remember for one of our community out-
reaches at my former church, I brought in a Christian punk band to 
finish out the night for the youth (I was the youth leader), well the 
kids loved it but the rest of the congregation was more than a little 
upset. In a youth outreach it would have been great in a whole 
community outreach, it didn’t fit. 
Is it the right time? Sometimes you are great and the idea is great 3. 
but it’s just not the right time. If that’s the case, do the prep work 
and get ready when the door opens. 

One of the things I have seen quite a few times is it’s much easier to 
get buy in on something that is already successful. So if you have an idea 
and you’re not sure how it will work, but you’re pretty sure the Lord is 
leading, try it. Do it outside the confines of the church on a small scale 
that you can fund on your own. Build your team, “sell” your vision and 
start. Build it up, work out the kinks and get it ready. When it’s ready and 
working, take it to the church and offer them the opportunity to get behind 
it.  If they do you’ve added to the ministry of the church. If it doesn’t fit, 
ask them to pray for you, continue to serve the church faithfully and keep 
going with what God has  called you to do, perhaps this ministry was de-
signed to be outside the church as a way for you to meet people and bring 
them into the Body of Christ.

Try it in a way that honors God and trust Him.  

Creative Challenge
Ask God for a new idea and try it!
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Creation

I once designed a T-shirt that said we are never more like our CRE-
ATOR than when we are CREATING what we were CREATED to CRE-
ATE. From my earliest childhood memories, I have always loved to create 
things, but for most of my life I didn’t know why. As I move further and 
further into the process, I am beginning to see creativity as sort of a divine 
spark. My belief is that this spark rests in all of us, though sometimes we 
fail to see it. Creativity is not just art and music and dance and drama, it is 
the way we solve the problems and face the issues we live with daily.

There’s an old saying that says the devil in in the details. I believe just 
the opposite to be true. Romans 1:20 that says the evidence of God is seen 
in His creation, atoms and solar systems and galaxies function in the same 
way, smaller particles revolving around larger particles. From fingerprints 
(60 billion in the world today, no two alike) to snowflakes to the veins in 
a leaf, to ecosystems and the incredible resilience of nature, all (at least to 
my mind) point to a Creator. Some of my work explores these details and 
the purposes behind them. I call these pieces Details.

If my beliefs about God are correct, and I believe with all my heart that 
they are, then we are surrounded by evidence of God.

What is even more astounding is this: We travel the world to see the 
beautiful things He has created and in the process we often miss the most 
incredible of His creation. The thing He create with the ability to create, 
the masterpiece of all creation, the thing for which He created everything 
else, the thing He created to love and to love Him—the masterpiece called 
you.

Creative Challenge
Find an object in nature and create a detailed rendering of it. This is 

a great way to see the intracacies of God’s creation and show evidence of 
our great Creator.
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Transformation. 

My life has been radically transformed by my creator and as a result I 
try to reflect transformation in my creations.

When we founded out church we named it New Creation Fellowship 
after 2 Corinthians 5:17 “Therefore if anyone is in Christ He is a new Cre-
ation the Old has gone and the new has come.” (NIV) That is exactly what 
God has done for me. My goal is that my work will make a difference that 
it will make the view think and dream of what they could be, what they 
can be.

One translation of that verse changes the word New Creation to New 
Creature and as soon as I read it, I began to think of all the creatures I have 
drawn over the years. This made me embark on a journey to create New-
Creaturez, whimsical paintings and drawings, that reflect what it means to 
be a new creature.

The other symbol of this in my work is the butterfly. Butterflies start 
out a creature only slightly more appealing than a worm. I think the only 
reason we don’t step on them as we do on so many other bugs is because 
somewhere deep down inside we know what they have the potential to 
become. I want my work to reflect the journey I am on between worm and 
butterfly. Some days I am pretty wormy but on a precious few glorious 
days, I feel what it’s like to get my wings.

Creative Challenge
Frogs, Butterflies and Christians all start ofdf life as something very 

different. The transformation in us should be as obvious as tadpole to frog, 
caterpillar to butterfly. Are you a new creation in Christ? Create an image 
that shows how Christ has transformed your life. 

Another possibility is to create a new creature that represents an area 
in your life that still needs transformation. Keep that image near you as 
a reminder to continue to seek the Lord on it until the transformation is 
complete.  
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One Life

Maybe it’s  just me but I doubt it. As an artist and a Christ-follow-
er, I struggle with priorities. There are usually a thousand ideas running 
through my head and with the ideas are almost as  many questions. Which 
is most important? What should I do first? Which are the good ideas and 
which are the God ideas? The list goes on and on. But the big question is 
where should I place my focus. 

Recently these questions and ideas became too much and I felt led by 
the Lord to take a fast from my art and just seek God and allow Him to set 
my priorities. What I found was shocking and yet should have been crystal 
clear. I was trying to decide which of my ministries should become my 
primary focus. I really needed to prioritize. I’m a bivocational pastor in 
addition to the art ministry mentioned in this book, I have a full-time job 
and a church not to mention being a husband and a father. My fast revealed 
I was asking the wrong question. The part about where should I place my 
focus was okay, but the part about which ministry was the problem. As a 
Christ follower my focus must be on Christ. The same is true for you. 

In the process  of my fast, I began to see that there were several things  
between which I had to divide my time. I have several talents that are 
nothing more than tools God  has given me to use to his glory. I have tons 
of ideas, some of which have been given for me to use to advance the 
Kingdom and some were just me thinking “wouldn’t that be cool?” But 
there are several things of which I only have one. And it seems to me those 
should be the places of priority, not just for me but for everyone who calls 
himself a follower of Jesus Christ, not to mention the Church as a whole. 

The first one is obvious, One God. If your ministry is not focused on 
Jesus Christ, it’s not a ministry. He must be top priority. In the first com-
mandment, God tells us flat out, you shall have no other God’s before me 
so if your ministry is not focused on God it can very quickly become an 
idol. No matter what you do  in life, it is imperative that you keep Christ 
first.

The next is One Body. You only have one body and if you wreck it, 
you don’t get another one. You must devote some time to caring for your 
body. You won’t necessarily get a pass on your health because you are 
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busy for the Lord. Take it from a minister who had a heart attack at age 
40. You need to spend time exercising, you need to eat the right foods  and 
you need to sleep. If you don’t have time for those things, your ministry 
and your life is out of  control and out of alignment and you need to lay 
something down. I used to say I’ll rest when I’m dead then one day I got a 
little too close to death and I realized rest is a gift from God so that we can 
serve Him for the long haul.

The church is also one body and basically the same rules apply. There 
are a lot of unhealthy churches  out there that are very busy and think that 
the way to be healthy is  more work. In the church as in your personal life, 
you need to care for the body.

One Life. Life is not a dress rehearsal. This is the one you get so use it 
wisely and make it count. Care for the ones God has given you to love and 
serve. If spending time with your family starts  to feel like a burden, you 
need to lay things down until it doesn’t. Don’t forget to spend time with 
God in the Word and in prayer. If you find things pushing prayer and time 
in the Word out of your life, once again it’s time to lay something down. 
Enjoy your life, in a godly way of course. If you’re too busy to enjoy this 
one life you’ve been given you’re too busy. Remember God has a purpose 
for this  one life you’ve been given. You were created to be a part of His 
plan for the universe. You’ve been given gifts and talents and opportuni-
ties and experiences to prepare you for that plan. Your whole life counts 
so don’t lose track of God’s blessings trying to make things happen, Trust, 
obey and really life because in the end, no matter what your gifts, talents, 
abilities, call, ministry, denomination, emphasis, style, etc. we all have...

One purpose. No matter how it manifests in your life, and your min-
istry, no matter what tools God has given you to use, we all have the same 
purpose: to honor and glorify God, worshipping Him and drawing others 
to Him through the power of the Spirit.

Where should we focus?  We need to focus this one life and offer our 
one body, to live out our one purpose, before our one God. If my focus is 
on Him, I’ll be able to discern the good ideas from the God ideas and  live 
this one life with the proper priorities.

How are you investing your one life?
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Bob Dylan, Talent and Faithfulness

Bob Dylan is not technically a great singer. There I said it. Right now 
millions of fans are cringing but please read on. Dylan is not a great singer. 
If he showed up at my local community theater incognito and auditioned, 
I have serious doubts as to whether he’d be cast in a show. No his voice is 
not his strongest suit, but that did not stop him from becoming the voice 
of his generation. There’s a lot more to Dylan than his voice. He’s a great 
song writer and that voice that in some contexts might be questionable, 
was the ideal tool to take his message to the world around him.

Artists, the same is true of us. There are so many judges, jurors and 
gatekeepers out there that will try to decide whether or not your gift is 
worthy of exposure to the masses. Don’t listen to them. You are not pas-
sionate by accident. You don’t have to be the best, in any given thing there 
can only be one best. You just have to do your best and give your best. You 
have to faithfully use what you have been given and trust that it will be 
good enough to touch the people it is supposed to touch.

Your gift is a gift that is to be given to the world. Not everyone will ap-
preciate it. That’s okay, it doesn’t fit everyone, but if you let the gatekeep-
ers keep you from doing what you need to do, who knows? You may miss 
out on being the voice of your generation and you’ll definitely miss out on 
making a difference. Take your gift, use it faithfully and trust that the God 
who made and gifted you can use you to accomplish something great. Go 
and do what you were made to do and don’t let anyone talk you out of it.

Creative Challenge

 Keep a sketch book for a year. At the end of the year, look at the 
progress you have made. We are not today where we will be tomorrow. 
Growth is a natural part of life. Be faithful and give God your best each 
day and the growth in your gift should become obvious. 

If you feel your growth has stagnated, try learning a different medium 
or taking on a different subject matter. In short find a way to stretch your 
creativity. 
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Michelangelo on Excellence

If you are going to go to an artist for a quote on excellence, what better 
example than Michelangelo? He wrote: “Nothing brings us nearer to God 
than if we endeavor with all our might to create a perfect work. Because 
God is perfection.” This is the other side of the Bob Dylan example. While 
we do not need to be the best we must constantly strive to do our best. We 
practice, we study, we research, we bring God our best offering. He knows 
who we are, where we’re at, all of our capabilities. He knows whether or 
not you are doing the best you can with what you have.

I have this conversation with artists all the time. They may look at 
something I have done and say, well you could have changed this or done 
that and some of that is constructive and helpful and allows me to get bet-
ter, but the key question is, “Am I doing the best I can with what I have?” 
A ten minute art piece in a worship service is not the best painting I can do. 
Given hours and hours of time, I could have done a much better piece, but 
that’s not the assignment. I have ten minutes to create a work that touches 
hearts and minds and illustrates a point.

What I can do in hours or days is irrelevant. I have ten minutes to 
give God my best. I need to take those ten minutes and do the best I can 
in them.

Whatever you have, use it to give God your best. Colossians 
3:23,24(NIV) reminds us, “Whatever you do, work at it with all your 
heart, as working for the Lord, not for men, since you know that you will 
receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward.” (NIV)

Creative Challenge

Create something that reminds you to live out the teachings of Colos-
sians 3:23,24.
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Excuses, Excuses

I was reminded of the story of Moses recently. Moses had an awesome 
relationship with God. They were very close and God did amazing things 
through Moses. Exodus 33:11 says The LORD would speak to Moses face 
to face, as a man speaks with his friend. Now that is a relationship with 
God but it wasn’t always that way. 

There was a time where Moses had no confidence at all. In Exodus 
chapter 3 God called Moses from the burning bush and told him of the 
plan to free the Israelites from Egypt. God was going to use Moses to lead 
the way. Now in fairness to Moses, he left in a hurry with a price on his 
head for killing an Egyptian task master who was beating a slave. A lot of 
years have passed but no way does Moses want to go back there. Moses 
has a ton of excises. We see them in chapter four.

First Moses asks what if they don’t believe me. God replies by say-
ing “What is that in your hand?” Now God already knew what it was, but 
he wanted Moses to look at what he had in front of him. It was a simple 
shepherd’s staff, a stick of wood and nothing more. God told him to throw 
it on the ground and it became a snake. Then God told Moses to pick it up 
and when he did, it became a staff again.  God gave Moses two additional 
signs as proof of his encounter with God.

We often use a similar excuse. God calls us to do something and we 
respond, “I don’t have enough to do that.” I think he combats our argu-
ment the same way. What is that in your hand? God asks us to take what 
we already have and do what he tells is to do with it. God knows what you 
have and He knows what He can do with it. 

Moses’ next excuse is another one we use all the time.  Moses said 
to the LORD, “Pardon your servant, Lord. I have never been eloquent, 
neither in the past nor since you have spoken to your servant. I am slow 
of speech and tongue.” (NIV)We say things like, “It’s not that I don’t have 
enough, it’s that I’m not enough. I’m not qualified. I’m too much of this, 
not enough that, I can’t do it.” God knows your abilities, what you can and 
cannot do. His answer to Moses is telling to us as well.  The LORD said 
to him, “Who gave human beings their mouths? Who makes them deaf or 
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mute? Who gives them sight or makes them blind? Is it not I, the LORD? 
Now go; I will help you speak and will teach you what to say.” (NIV)

Now Moses believes and he’s ready to do what God asks, right? No, 
Moses does what we so often do when we are scared, or tired or lazy or 
just flat out disobedient. He says, “Pardon your servant, Lord. Please send 
someone else.” We fail to trust God and our excuses win, but God’s not 
done. God said “What about your brother, Aaron the Levite? I know he 
can speak well. He is already on his way to meet you, and he will be glad 
to see you. You shall speak to him and put words in his mouth; I will help 
both of you speak and will teach you what to do.” (NIV) In other words, 
God is sending help. 

God stripped away every one of Moses’ excuses and he’ll strip away 
yours too. Think you don’t have enough? God asks what’s in your hand? 
He already knows, but He wants you to look and see what He’s already 
given you to use. Appreciate what you have and use it as He tells you. 

Think you’re not enough? That’s okay, He wants you to trust Him to 
be enough and make you enough. Wish he’d call someone else? Your mis-
sion is yours. He will bring you the help you need, but you need to do what 
He is calling you to do. God has got you covered. Stop making excuses 
and start following Him. 

Creative challenge

What excuses have you been giving for not doing the things God is 
calling you to do. Write them down, pray over the list and then look for 
one excuse on that list and overcome it by accomplishing part of the task. 
For example if you don;’t feel you have enough people to accomplish a 
task, place flyers around your community or reach out to artists to fill your 
team. If your budget is too small look for the thing you can do with what 
you have right now and do that Continue chipping away at you list of ex-
cuses until you have exhausted them. 
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Real Artists Ship

In his book  Linchpin, Seth Godin relates the story of Apple’s Steve 
Jobs talking to a programmer who was obsessively tweaking and refusing 
to release some code until it was “perfect.” Steve Jobs’ response is an idea 
worth considering: “Real artists ship.” 

How many projects have you begun that will never see the light of 
day? I know I’ve done more that a few and don’t get me wrong some of 
them should not see the light of day. They were just obviously wrong.

But then there are those other times. Times when I am sure I’ve been 
led by God Himself to do something, I started out great guns and then the 
voices in my head began. No this is not a confession of insanity, these are 
the voices all creatives hear. “It’s not good enough.” “Who are you to take 
this on?” and on and on and on. We either back burner it or we tweak it 
and tweak it and tweak it, but no one ever sees it. Don’t get me wrong, 
there is nothing wrong with fine tuning and perfecting and doing your very 
best, especially when we are doing things we feel are divinely inspired, 
but there comes a time when we just have to let it go.  Sooner or later, it’s 
time to “ship.”

Think about it. Our work is in a very real sense our gift to the world. 
We do what we do to make the world a little bit better. It does nothing 
unless the world actually sees it. Kind of like a Christmas gift I am get-
ting for my wife. She only knows about the gift if it is under the tree on 
Christmas morning. She only gets the gift if I give it to her. I’m looking 
for the perfect gift, but all my good intentions don’t matter if there’s noth-
ing there on the 25th. There’s a deadline, I need to get it done and give it. 
Real Artists Ship!

Or consider my friend Mark at Alpha Omega Players. He is a consum-
mate artist and does amazing things with amateur performers (not to men-
tion sets all the other things it takes to put on a show.) When he prepares 
to do a show, he sets the audition date and the show dates on the same day 
at the same time. He is beginning with the end in mind. Auditions are one 
day, the show is three months later. Over those three short months, he will 
teach it, tweak and perfect it, making it the very best he possibly can. This 
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you can be sure of though. When the first show date hits, short of natural 
disaster or major calamity, you will see a show in his theater. He’ll still 
have little things he’d like to change or tweak, but he’s done the best he 
can with what he has (and it will be very good). It’s time to share his gift 
with the world. Real Artists Ship.

What have you been putting off? What have you been withholding? 
You know what you need to do! Set a reasonable deadline, do the best 
you can with what you have in the time you have and when the deadline 
comes, release it. If you hold onto a gift, it’s not a gift. It’s time to do it and 
trust that it will do what it was intended to do. God’s plan for your work 
is bigger than your ability to do it. Get it done and let it go. Real Artists 
Ship!

Creative challenge

Every artist I have ever met has a project that they cannot bring them-
selves to finish. They put it off, tweak it ad infinitum, etc. That time has 
passed. Find your project, set a deadline date finish it and put it out for the 
world to see. It’s time to ship it. 
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Too Many Ideas, Too Little Time

I was rereading an email from a new friend online, and I thought it 
spoke to something a lot of us face as artists. She wrote of having a lot of 
ideas and not always being able to get them completed. I wrestle with that 
too. It even appears she and I have a similar vision to start a ministry where 
people from the community can come in and create art, performances, etc 
to the glory of God and meet Jesus while doing what they love to do.

Here’s what I to wrote her. I think it will bless, you, my readers as well. 
I have a similar vision. I am simply trying to get something going where 
people can come in, create together and get to know Jesus. I am thinking 
of things like doing plays, exhibitions and other such things. I’m trying 
to find a director and some plays that are not cheesy, preachy things but 
rather something with some meat that will open a door and plant a seed. 

As far as having a lot of ideas, and not being able to complete them, 
here’s my word of encouragement: I have a LOT of ideas as well and they 
are frustrating to no end at times, but here’s what I’ve learned. Be faithful. 
When you get an idea, write it down. If you don’t have everything you 
need to do it at the time, do what you can do for now and keep it handy. I 
have sketchbooks that I use and I fill a lot of them. Some things go from 
concept to completion very quickly, other things take years. 

The open studio concept that I am working on developing today was 
the original concept for A.M.O.K. about ten years ago. I couldn’t do it 
then, every group of people I got together didn’t last, etc. Eventually I 
decided that I would write the ideas I have down and post them to the web 
and do the things I could do myself, which led to workshops and seminars 
where I went out and encouraged other artists to use their gifts to serve the 
Lord. I also went pout and preached and did art on my own. I even felt led 
to plant a church, which has helped me by giving me a place to try out the 
things that the Lord lays on my heart. In this way the thing that I post are 
actually something that’s been done and works. 
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So in effect, the original vision is ten years old and has not yet come 

to pass but in faithfully doing what I can do, I have been blessed to bless 
others. People are slowly coming into my life that will be able to help me 
finally bring the full A.M.O.K. vision to fruition, In the mean time, I am 
trying not to be frustrated and just keep going. Lots of groundwork has 
been laid that I could not have anticipated when the vision first came to 
me. I have grown a lot. A man who I believe will be a key leader in this 
ministry was a teen when it first came to me and we had never even met. 
When we think we are not making any progress and not getting it done, we 
need to remember that God is always at work getting things ready. If your 
vision is of God it will happen at the appointed time. In the mean time, be 
faithful today, trust and obey.

Creative Challenge

Create a system for storing, organizing and revisiting your creative 
ideas. Remember some of the ideas that God gives you are for right now 
and others will come to pass in time. While God is more than capable of 
calling your ideas to the forefront, it is good stewardship to keep and c are 
for what God gives, even ideas. 
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You Idiot!

Is there anyone else reading this who cannot tolerate making a mis-
take. I’m not talking about sin here, though if you sin, you may experience 
a similar reaction and solution is also similar, repent and press on. I’m not 
talking about the mistakes of others, I’m talking about your own mistakes. 
The things you do that turn out wrong, the spills, the errors, the foul ups. 
I cannot tolerate my own mistakes. If someone else makes an error, I am 
usually there to console and encourage but when I make a mistake it’s al-
ways the same. The little voice in my head says, “You idiot.”

Yes, I know where that voice comes from. You can say it’s from child-
hood or hearing the voice of a loved one who ran out of patience but ulti-
mately it’s the condemning voice of the enemy of your soul. He’s trying 
to take you down and keep you from being what God created you to be. 
That’s his job and he does it well.

It’s especially prevalent in the arts because the arts are so subjective. 
I spend at least of a third of nearly every arts workshop I ever do convinc-
ing people that they can do art and they are creative. How many people 
say they can’t sing? Can’t draw more than a stick figure or a straight line? 
How many say they are not creative? It’s not true. What they mean is they 
got a bad grade on a drawing or someone heard them sing and said they 
were no good. They hear the condemning voice say “not good enough” 
every time they try and eventually they stop trying and they walk away, 
believing they can’t. 

That voice has kept me from quite a few things in this world but with 
God’s help, no more. No more listening to that voice that says you’re not 
good enough and you never will be. No more snatching defeat from the 
jaws of victory. No more quitting and turning back where God says forge 
ahead. 

Now I know this is easier said than done, but Jesus when Satan con-
fronted Him in the desert, trying to get Him to quite his mission and take 
the easy way out, we have a weapon. It’s the Word of God. The next time 
you hear the condemning voice, fight back with this passage from Romans 
8: “Who will bring any charge against those whom God has chosen? It is 
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God who justifies. Who then is the one who condemns? No one. Christ Je-
sus who died—more than that, who was raised to life—is at the right hand 
of God and is also interceding for us. Who shall separate us from the love 
of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or famine or nakedness 
or danger or sword? As it is written:

   “For your sake we face death all day long; 
   we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered.”

 No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him who 
loved us. For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor 
demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height 
nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from 
the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.” (NIV)

If you belong to God you are loved by God, if you don’t belong to 
Him you can ask and He will take you in. Mistakes are part of life, none 
of us is perfect. Those of us who choose to use our God-given creativity 
will make more than most. We have to, as the old saying goes, you have to 
break some eggs to make an omelet. Dilbert creator Scott Adams gave us 
this quote that we need to hold on to: “Creativity is allowing yourself to 
make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.” When it comes to the 
arts, mistakes don’t make you an idiot, they mean you’re trying. Keep the 
best and learn from the rest. Don’t give up, press on with God. You can do 
what He has called you to do. He’s with you all the way.

Creative challenge

I think most of us who have taken the creative path hear these little 
self-defeating voices that make us feel insufficient for our call. Your task 
for today is to draw yours. Give it word balloons saying all the negative 
things that hold you back. From there, you have a couple of choices. The 
first is to take it some place safe and burn it. This can be very therapeutic 
Another solution is to frame the piece and hang it, but hang it upside down 
as a reminder that it no longer has power over you. A third possibility is to 
pain a cross or an image of Christ overtop of it as a reminder of who called 
you, who empowered you and who has already defeated that little voice.
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Unplugged?

Jesus commanded us to go and make disciples. Basically the word 
disciple means followers. I believe making disciple is the end purpose 
of most of the work that we do for the Lord. Of course in order to make 
a disciple you sort of have to be a disciple, so how do we become fully 
devoted followers of Christ? Well of course a lot of that is dependent on 
the Holy Spirit but it is no coincidence that the word disciple and the word 
discipline are so closely related. There is a lot of discipline involved in 
being a disciple.

Probably the most important of these disciplines is prayer. The Bible 
commands us to pray without ceasing. You might say how can I possibly 
do that? Well that doesn’t mean we spend all day every day on our knees 
before the Lord. What it does mean is we keep the line of communication 
open. We go to Him, to praise Him, thank Him, as well as to present our re-
quests and our desires. It also means we take the time to listen to what He 
has to say. Prayer is a conversation. We need to make sure we are taking 
the time to listen. If we are not disciplined about prayer, eventually it will 
get pushed to the side by a multitude of things that seem more pressing. 
Don’t you believe that. Prayer may well be the most important thing we 
do. If we want the things we do in this world not to mention our lives to be 
meaningful and anointed, we really need to bathe them in prayer. 

          
Prayer also helps us keep our priorities straight. It helps us find the 

right things to do, remember why we’re doing them and Who we’re ulti-
mately doing them for. It helps us to keep Jesus number one. If Jesus isn’t 
first in our lives and in our churches we’re out of order. I’m not saying 
this is the problem but I am saying whether it’s personal faith, a church, 
or a denomination it’s the first thing we need to check. If your car stops 
working you don’t start tearing the engine apart before you check the gas 
gauge. If your computer doesn’t work, before you call tech support, you 
check to make sure it’s plugged in. And if your life and your faith and your 
church aren’t working, and the fire and the excitement just aren’t quite 
there, the first thing you need to check is your connection to the source of 
your power. Is Jesus first in your life and are you connecting to Him on a 
daily basis?

Jesus is the source of our power. We need Him to get through each day. 
Are you connecting to Him or are you living life Unplugged?
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Making the Most Useful Thing in the World 
Useless

The most useless device in the world is a Bible. Oh it may make a 
great paperweight,  or I suppose you could stand on it if you needed to 
reach something three inches out of reach but other than that, useless. 

Did I just offend you? Are you now ready to write me off as a heretic? 
Don’t, because I left out one very crucial word. That word is “closed.” If 
your Bible is closed it is useless to you and too many of us face life with 
a useless Bible. 

So many people go through life wondering what they should do or not 
do. They wrestle with what is right and what is wrong and they struggle to 
find the meaning of life. These things are found in the Word of God, but in 
order to know what He says we need to open it and read it for ourselves. 
We need to search it and study it and listen to what it says and obey it.

It amazes me how many times people who claim to be followers of 
Christ refuse to search the scriptures and accept what it says. I hear of 
these huge debates in churches and of whole denominations being ripped 
apart because we don’t seem to want to accept the words and the teaching 
of our own God. I scratch my head in total wonderment sometimes at why 
people pry themselves out of bed on a Sunday morning to worship a God 
and yet they don’t seem to believe what He said.

Here’s the thing, this world is big and complex and amazingly difficult 
to navigate, but God in  His  love and grace gave us a book, a map a way 
to understand life. If you want to know what God wants, if you want to 
know Him better, open the book, study it, memorize it, and take it into the 
very core of your being. Let the Word of God inspire you. Let the ultimate 
creator guide your creativity.  

Read the Word!
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Fast Faster
This discipline is probably the most controversial and the least un-

derstood. So I want to start off by saying what fasting is not. Fasting is 
not some sort of Holy hunger strike. It’s not something you do to change 
God’s mind. It’s not saying, God, I’m not  going to eat again until you see 
fit to do  what I want you to do. First that’s called a tantrum and you should 
have been over that  before your went to Kindergarten and second because 
if you think you’re going to convince (or force) God to do something out-
side His will by not eating, well, you’re gonna starve!

So what is fasting? Well first of all, we usually line it up with food but 
it doesn’t have to be. You can fast from anything you will miss from your 
life. This is self-discipline.  It teaches us to turn our backs on the world’s 
number one most prominent idol... SELF. Jesus said in Luke 9:23; “If 
anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross 
daily and follow me.” (NIV) Fasting helps  us to learn to deny ourselves 
and the discomfort helps us to learn to depend on God. 

I have had to fast from art twice in my life. The first time was when 
I was  clearly, over the top and in idolatry to my work, putting it before 
God. It needed to be out of my life for a time to help me to get back  on 
track with God. When I gave it up, the promise I made to God that day 
was  that I would not pick up a brush again until I was doing it for Him. 
It was a fast that lasted six months, during those six months I got my call 
to the ministry and when God released me from that fast AMOKArts was 
born. The second fast came at a time when I could feel my balance slip-
ping and I knew it was time to slow down and  reconnect with the source 
of my power. 

Fasting doesn’t change God, fasting changes you.  Examine your life, 
your priorities and most importantly your relationship with God. Do you 
need to fast from something? Don’t put it off. Sometimes  I think we would 
be so much better off if we learned to fast, faster.
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The Discipline of Worship

One of the most awesome privileges we have is the privilege of wor-
shipping our great God and Savior. So on this Lord’s day please remember 
how truly great our God is and give Him what He deserves. You probably 
already know this but the word worship is derived from the old English 
“worthship” even the Word itself acknowledge that God is worthy of our 
praise. So praise Him for all He’s worth.

Sometimes corporate worship can be hard. There can be lots of rela-
tional stuff with our brothers and sisters that gets in the way. Everything 
from denominational politics to internal bickering can really take us off 
track. Maybe you feel like your gift has been rejected by the church, or 
maybe you’re in a bad season and worship is hard. Can I tell you it’s not 
about that? Leave that aside, forgive who you need to forgive and focus 
on the One who is worthy of your praise. Make it between you and Him 
today and ask Him to help you give all the others stuff to Him at the foot 
of the cross and ask Him to help you leave it there when you leave trusting 
Him to take care of it.

Some folks have been driven to leave corporate worship by these and 
other issues. For you I have some tough love. The church is the body of 
Christ, don’t be a severed limb, take your body to a body of believers and 
worship God today in community as He desires. Remember the admonition 
from the book of Hebrews (10:25) “Let us not give up meeting together, as 
some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another—and all 
the more as you see the Day approaching.” (NIV)

I’m a pastor, I understand all too well the hurt and pain that can come 
from within the body of Christ. A wise person once told me that ministry 
is easy except for the people. Nonetheless, Jesus spent a whole lot of time 
teachings us how to deal with people. He told us to forgive and we will 
be forgiven as we forgive. He told us to love our neighbor, that people 
will know we are His by the way we love each other and even to love our 
enemies and pray for those who persecute us. If you’ve left the church, it’s 
time to go back and take another run at being part of the body in a local 
church. The world is tough, life is tough, we need to have a community of 
faith that preaches the Word of God to help us. Go and worship God.
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But what about the rest of the week. Some of you won’t read this 

on Sunday and for some of you, your day of worship is Saturday. While 
I repeat the admonition that we all need to be a part of a local body of 
believers, we don’t just go to church, we are the church 24-7-365. Live 
for Him all week. The apostle Paul said it this way in Romans 12:1 and 
2 “Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your 
bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God—this is your spiritual 
act of worship. Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, 
but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able 
to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect 
will.” (NIV) God’s been merciful to us in Christ. The only right response 
to this is to give God your whole self as an act of worship, living a life of 
worship. Let Him change your path and renew your mind. It’s when we 
worship Him in this way that we find our way to the center of His will for 
our lives.

Is He worthy? Then Worship Him.

Creative challenge

Speak to you pastor and get permission to create a piece of art dur-
ing worship. Find out the passage on which he or she will be preaching. 
Practice creating the piece so that you will be able to complete your piece 
in the time allocated or if your worship is more spontaneous follow the 
Spirit and do what you feel led to do. The idea is to bring the message to 
a visual image. Be sure to honor the space by keeping things neat, protect 
floors walls and furniture. Honor the worship time by being careful not to 
be distracting, finishing in the allotted time and obeying any requests or 
requirements of the leadership. 

If the door is not opened to do this in context of your worship service, 
select a favorite passage of scripture, read it, study it, pray over it and cre-
ate a work that expresses something about the passage or what the Lord 
lays on your heart based on it.      
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Optical Illusions

There’s this amazing video on Youtube called 10 Optical Illusions in 
Two Minutes. It is  truly astounding. It has some fantastic illusions in it. 
(Before I leave this world I must build that robot dinosaur for myself.) It 
shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that things  are  not always as they 
appear. Think about how many times in your life when your eyes  have 
been deceived. Perhaps it was an optical illusion or maybe you jumped to a 
conclusion without all the facts. Regardless, things are not always as they 
appear, so  be careful. You can’t always trust your eyes. 

People who say I won’t believe it until I see it should remember the 
example of doubting Thomas. He couldn’t believe that Jesus had risen, un-
til he saw him with his own two eyes.  Only when he saw, did  Thomas ac-
tually believe. Jesus took the former doubter to task and said (John 20:29) 
Then Jesus told him, “Because you have seen me, you have believed; 
blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.” The writer of 
Hebrews echoes this when he writes, “Now faith is being sure of what we 
hope for and certain of what we do not see.” (Hebrews 11:1 NIV)

Optical illusions show us that seeing is not necessarily believing, but 
in the Christian faith, if we believe, we will eventually see. In the mean 
time we walk by faith not by sight.

Creative challenge

Look up 10 Optical Illusions in Two Minutes on Youtube.com  (http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=URLRdcnU6Hk), then create an optical illu-
sion that can be used to teach a lesson about your faith.         
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Imagination

Daylight savings time was wreaking havoc on my sleep pattern. It 
was 10:30 p.m. but yesterday it would have been 9:30 p.m. and there was 
absolutely no way I was going to get to sleep. I decided to go for a walk 
on the country roads around my place, walk off a little excess energy and 
spend some time with the Lord. The night was clear and crisp, a semi 
moonlit starry night and in this night the Lord showed me both sides of 
imagination. 

First I got to see the dark side. I walked along the last remnant of the 
standing corn. My brother in law the farmer left a few rows stand through 
the winter mainly to help the deer survive the winter. This is partly human-
itarian and compassionate and partly so he can shoot a big one next year, 
but nonetheless it’s his method of creation care and all but one deer will 
appreciate it. As I walked past the dark rows of corn all at once there was 
a crashing sound as if something were charging through the corn. Now I 
was 99  percent sure it was one of the aforementioned deer, but there was 
also enough fear in me to turn me around before that portion of my walk 
was done. Imagination in the dark on a quiet country road can make a lot 
of scenarios in your mind. The rational side of me knows there is nothing 
there in the dark that is not there in the light and other than a stray coyote 
here and there, there are no predators here to speak of. I’m sure I was safe 
but imagination is a tricky thing.

I turned around and headed  in the other direction. I went about a 
quarter mile past home to a hilltop an turned around when I saw something 
beautiful that has been triggering imaginations probably since the garden 
of Eden. A beautiful constellation of stars. Now I have always wondered 
who came up with the constellations. I mean I know Who made them but 
who decided one was a bear or a dipper, one was a dragon and on and on 
and on? But tonight, I think I got it. There before me in all his glory was 
Orion. I could see his belt his sword, his broad shoulders and his feet. Now 
had I never heard of Orion, I might not have seen hunter in that arrange-
ment of stars, but they are definitely too orderly to be that way by accident. 
Their creator placed them as He placed them for a reason and on this night 
they triggered my imagination too. Thank you Lord. 
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As artists and creatives, our imaginations are one of God’s greatest 

gifts too us and one of the chief tools of our trade. It is important that we 
use it wisely. The same imagination that can help us create beauty can also 
take us to dark places. The same imagination that can help us bring glory 
to our Lord’s name can also help us invent enemies and arguments and 
strife. The same imagination that can inspire us to great heights can lock us 
away in a prison of faithless fear. The solution is simple, we need to begin 
each day asking God to mold our imaginations, guard our hearts, inspire 
our creativity and use  us to imagine and create things that are pleasing to 
His heart and that can be used to advance His Kingdom.

Trust your imagination to the one who imagined you!     

Creative Challenge

Create an anthropomorphic image of your greatest fear. (That means 
giving a concept human/monster characteristics, basically turn your great-
est fear into a creature) The create an image of you overcoming your great-
est fear. Too often we use our imaginations to imagine defeat. Let’s turn 
that around anduse our imaginations to imagine victory. 
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Why Do Artists Get a Pass?

Some time ago, I was doing some set painting at a local theater and a 
few of us stage parents and the director were talking about how directors 
often would rather work with nice people who work hard and cooperate 
than with more talented people with bad attitudes and work ethics, al-
though occasionally a person is just so talented that you put up with their 
attitude for the sake of the performance. This brought to mind a question. 
Why do artists get a pass? I mean lets face it, we hear the stories almost 
daily of celebrity artists (actors, musicians, etc.) who exhibit some ex-
tremely antisocial behavior. For some reason we tolerate it, buy their prod-
ucts and make them rich. We would be mortified if our children behaved in 
the fashion of some of these folks and yet we tend to write off the “sins” of 
the talented because they are talented. Why the double standard?

I mean we’ve all heard bad behavior and general weirdness excused 
due to the “artistic temperament.” We’ve all heard tardy, lacka-daisical 
and rude attitudes being excused by simply saying, “what do you expect, 
he’s an artist?” I know some will say, “But nobody gets my vision. I’m 
misunderstood.” So are lots of people, so again I ask, “Why do we get a 
pass?” Could it be talent? Sure some people hold us in awe because we 
can do something they think they can’t, but everyone is talented and I’ve 
often said there have been hundreds of times I’d trade my artistic gift for 
the ability to fix my own car and while people may respect our abilities as 
artists, when the bottom falls out of the economy we move to the bottom 
of the food chain pretty quickly. Is it possible to be an artist and still be a 
kind hearted, level headed, well adjusted, responsible, polite and punctual 
human being? Lord, I hope so.

I don’t know how the rest of the world works but for those of us who 
are both artistic and followers of Jesus Christ, anything else we do is su-
perceded by the fact that we belong to Jesus. Translation—we don’t get 
the pass. After all I can’t picture Jesus walking around with the attitude of 
“look, I can turn water into wine and raise the dead. You’re lucky to have 
me and I’ll act however I darn well please.” If we’re his followers, we 
need to take the same attitude.
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We all have our struggles, we all have our weak moments and none of 

this is to be seen as a beating, but too often we let our talents and the praises 
of men to go to our heads. So check yourself. Are you believing your own 
press releases? The Bible says Do not think of yourself more highly than 
you ought, but rather think of yourself with sober judgment… It further 
says God opposes the proud, but gives grace to the humble. Which one are 
you? Your gift comes from God and is to be used to His glory.

You might be asking, “Why is this so important?” because God has 
entrusted us with an awesome mission. 2 Corinthians 5 tells us that when 
God reconciled us to himself through Jesus, he entrusted us with the min-
istry of reconciliation calling us to be Christ’s ambassadors. In other words 
we represent Jesus with our lives. As children of the ultimate Creator, we 
need to not only be excellent artists, we also need to be excellent people, 
representing Jesus as He is, as best we can. Tear up your artist pass and 
show the world Jesus.

Creative Challenge
The best way to stay humble, not to mention eliminate selfishness 

from your life is to serve someone else with no thought of reward so this 
challenge is simple—Find a way to serve others and do it. Find a need 
and meet it. In John 13 the Bible says Jesus showed His disciples the full 
extent of His love. How does the creator of the universe show the full ex-
tent of His love? What grandiose gesture did He do? He took on the work 
of the lowest slave in the house and washed their feet. Then He said we 
should do as He has done, humble ourselves and serve others.

How easy is that for you? We need to use our gifts to serve others. That 
is of key importance, but sometimes we need to go out of our zone and just 
do the things that must be done. Let’s do everything to God’s glory. You 
gotta serve somebody!
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Making History

Well, it’s true today... that when people stand
With the fire of God... and the truth in hand
We’ll see miracles, we’ll see angels sing...
We’ll see broken hearts... making history!
   —Delirious-History Maker

This song has always been dangerous or me. It’s History Maker by 
Delirious. It’s the song that inspired my History Makerz youth presenta-
tion but more than that, It is a song that awakens what I like to call a Holy 
discontent, a desire to make things different, to make things better, a desire 
to be a part of changing the world. I know that seems so unlikely. We are 
practically preprogrammed to expect that some things are just too big and 
that many things are impossible. The Bible doesn’t seem to agree. We 
serve a God who makes the impossible possible.

No I’m not having delusions of grandeur. I know who I am. I know my 
limitations I  just choose to look beyond them.  

One of the things that is continually apparent to me is that the people 
in the Bible that we canonize and make out to be superhuman, well they 
weren’t. They had their limitations too and their foibles and flaws. They 
had a lot of things going against them. The Bible usually paints pretty re-
alistic portraits of them, warts and all. They were ordinary people. So how 
did they get to be so special? How did they make history? They did what 
we can do. They put their ordinary lives in the hands of an extraordinary 
God and that made all the difference.

That’s what I want from my life, how about you? I want to use the 
gifts God has given me (creative and otherwise) to make a difference in 
this world. Care to join me?

Creative challenge

Create an image expressing a hero of the faith. Remember they are ordi-
nary people who placed their lives in the hands of an extraordinary God.
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How Bad Do You Want It?

One thing you should know about me is I have a vision for my life. I 
want to travel the world and paint and tell stories and use the arts to spread 
the Gospel and help others to do the same.

A few years back I had a major health scare, a mild heart attack. I was 
40 years old and terrified. The fear took me to some tough places for a 
while but it did some major things to improve my life. I lost weight, started 
taking care of myself, eating right and exercising…but then something 
happened.

I started to get comfortable and getting a little lax. This past week I 
had a great weekend of ministry I was painting in worship, speaking and 
sharing and it was great. The downside of this though is it is easy to lose 
your discipline on the road.

So here I was back to my every day routine and I am just dying for 
a fix of my last bad habit…candy. So I decided I would take a walk over 
my break and go and get some and that’s when it hit me. How bad do you 
want it? I have this dream, this vision that requires me to be in good health 
and while a little bit of candy here and there won’t kill me, neither does it 
contribute to this vision of mine. I guess I must want my vision worse than 
the candy because I passed on the candy and extended my walk. Praise 
God for small victories, and remember it usually takes a lot of small ones 
to build a big victory.

So the question comes before us all. What do you want? What’s your 
God given vision and what habits of yours might interfere with it becom-
ing a reality? These questions beg the bigger question how bad do you 
want it?

Creative Challenge

Create a list of your goals then create a second list of what needs to be 
overcome to reach those goals. They say obstacles are what we see when 
we take our eyes off the prize, so behind each obstacle write what you can 
do to overcome it. Remember the Bible tells us to fix our eyes on Jesus. 
Christlikeness is the ultimate goal. 
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Easy?

Where did we get the idea that easy is a sign of God’s blessing? The op-
posite position, anything not easy is not of God, is also suspect. The belief 
in those two statements pretty much negates the example of every blessed 
person in the Bible from Moses to Paul and it especially negates the example 
of Jesus.

Where did we get the idea that financial blessing is a sign of God’s fa-
vor? Again this negates the example of the one who said, “Foxes have holes 
and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has no place to lay his 
head.” This leads to another question are finances even a blessing? No doubt 
they can make life easier and yes God can give a financial blessing but it 
sure seems like they are also something that make us really need to guard 
our hearts as well. After all Jesus said (and it’s recorded in three of the four 
Gospels) “Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 
needle than for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of God.”

Easy is great when it happens. It gives us a break and allows us to re-
group, but don’t assume that God’s blessing has left when things get hard. 
Hard times build our faith and strengthen us. How many people have folded 
and failed because they constantly took the easy way out or the more finan-
cially lucrative path? Money is not the root of all evil but the love of money 
is. That’s why Jesus told us to store up for ourselves treasures in heaven.

If we are going to use our gifts to serve the Lord, there will be times 
when things are tough. There will be times when we will look at people 
around us who are much more financially blessed and there will be times 
when we are tempted to give up. There will also be bottom line people in 
our churches and ministries that will say God’s not in our creative ministries 
because they are not lucrative. That word lucrative comes from the biblical 
word lucre. The King James Bible refers to it as “filthy lucre” and one of 
the qualifications for an overseer is that they not be a lover of filthy lucre. 
Money and ease are not necessarily a sign of God’s blessing.

Praise God when things are easy, praise Him more when things are 
tough. Praise Him when you have plenty and praise Him when He is teach-
ing you to depend on Him by giving less. Jesus never promised an easy life, 
He promised to walk with us through the one we have and never to leave 
us nor forsake us. Don’t quit until God says to quit. When things are tough 
hold on and press on.
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Time to Quit...

I spend a lot of time posting encouragement to artists in the church. I 
tell them to press on and persevere, but is there ever a time to quit? Yes, 
but it’s probably not when you think.

In our world, many people equate ease and reward with the blessing 
of God and sometimes God does use both of those things to bless us. You 
know how it is when you’re in the zone and everything is going your 
way. Those times are golden and awesome. Then there are the times when 
people praise your efforts and let you know you’ve done something good 
or, even better yet, they reward you with something tangible that makes 
the next step of your journey easier. Those are both great when they hap-
pen and we should praise God for them.

The question is are they the only indicators of God’s blessing on a life? 
I certainly hope not.

First of all we can all point to times and people and events that have 
been highly easy for people and highly rewarding that in absolutely no 
way honor God. Why these things appear to be blessed is beyond me but 
this much I know for sure, the blessings of ease and earthly prosperity are 
temporary.

Also we can’t assume that when things are not easy and not financially 
rewarding that God’s blessing is not on them. I have heard so many people 
(and I regret to inform you that I have also, at times, been one of them) 
that assume that if the doors don’t just burst open, and the blessings don’t 
just pour down, that God’s not in it. Please understand this, to believe that 
is almost atheistic because it negates the example of Jesus. There has been 
no more blessed of God mission by any human being than the mission of 
Jesus, yet it was filled with peril, exceedingly difficult and cost him ev-
erything. Difficulty is not a sign that God is not in something and neither 
is the lack of a payoff, so if these are your reasons for quitting, don’t! 
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Persevere and trust God. Most every worthwhile thing in this world for a 
Christian is too hard for you to do on your own. You need to depend on 
God to get it done and that is precisely how He wants it and as far as the 
rewards, He has promised to meet your needs here and give an awesome 
reward when this life ends.

So when is it time to quit? When what you are doing becomes more 
important to you than God. This happened to me with my art. After much 
fighting Him on the subject. I finally gave in and quit art. On the day I quit, 
I promised God that I would never take it up again unless I was doing it 
for Him. During that time He called me to the ministry. If you have ever 
been blessed by this ministry, you need to know that blessing came at least 
in part because I quit. Hold your plan loosely and your God tightly and He 
will show you the way.

Creative Challenge
First of all before taking this challenge, take a little time to pray and 

examine yourself. Ask God to show you any areas of  life where your pri-
orities are not in line with God’s will for your life. If any are revealed seek 
the Lord for ways to remedy the situation. Assuming there are none we can 
move on with the challenge. 

 
Think about times of discouragement, perhaps times in the past when 

you thought about giving up. What happened when you persevered? Cre-
ate a piece of work that encourages you to press on and display it promi-
nently in your work space as a reminder not to quit. 
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My visit to the art museum
I went to an art museum recently and saw a display that blew my 

mind. The work was phenomenal, the color, the movement, the style… It 
really came alive.

Actually it was alive, it wasn’t the most traditional of arts museum’s 
it was the National Aquarium in Baltimore’s Inner Harbor and the artist, 
well the artist was God. I saw things that were unbelievable. A turtle with 
a neck like a snake and a turtle that weighed over 250 pounds. Bottle nosed 
dolphins, mammals like you and me that can swim at insane rates of speed 
and go 20 minutes without taking a breath. I saw a fish that has an elec-tric 
charge within it’s body strong enough to immobilize and alligator, and a 
tiny bright yellow frog that would be totally defenseless in it’s Amazon 
home were it not for the fact that it’s skin contains one of the deadliest poi-
sons on earth. I saw fish of every color and description from tiny to huge. 
I saw incredible adaptations to all environments and even a fish that can 
walk out of the water and breathe on land and while I will never be ready 
to call him a distant ancestor of mine, I will say he was pretty impressive.

As we create out art, let’s not take ourselves too seriously but let us 
take our creator in-credibly seriously. At our best we can make a canvas 
“come alive.” His work is alive. Our work at it’s best captures it’s sur-
roundings, His work adapts to it’s surroundings. What we do is important, 
and it is a gift from God. Develop your gift and use it well.

The other side of the coin is equally important. While I have seen and 
met some artists with huge egos, I have met more who don’t think nearly 
enough of themselves and so I share this thought. I walked around that 
place mesmerized by the amazing beauty of God’s creation and in the pro-
cess I nearly overlooked the most amazing creation there. You see every-
thing behind the glass can and has adapted to it’s surroundings, but the cre-
ations on my side of the glass have been given the ability to change their 
surround-ings and create new realities. You are the crowning achievement 
of God’s creation. Live like you believe it. You are loved and you are His 
masterpiece.
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What Serving the Lord Looks Like...

I was searching our boxes of photos at the house looking for some-
thing to post on my blog when I found it... my favorite picture ever. Maybe 
it’s because you can’t see my face, I don’t know. Seriously, I love this 
picture, it’s me and my son Chris who was about three at the time painting 
our shed. Well he’s 17 now, we just got him his first car over the weekend. 
He’s almost grown up, but I still look back on this time as one of my fa-
vorite memories. 

I’m not sure why. It’s not like I really love painting things that don’t 
look like pictures when I’m done and I’m sure when I set out on this mis-
sion, I wasn’t doing backflips over the prospect of painting a shed. I’d be 
willing to bet there was something I would have rather been doing. But 
none of that matters now, what matters is the feeling I get when I look at 
this picture. A feeling of great joy. My little son was trying to help me. 

Folks this is what it looks like when we serve the Lord. Chris was try-
ing so hard to help, but he was a toddler. He wanted so badly to do the job 
well, but he was three. I could have done the job faster, more efficiently 
and with less mess by myself, but that wasn’t the point. My child wanted 
to help me. He wanted to stand by my side and do this thing with me and 
that gave me joy. A child who I love more than life itself was trying to be 
like his daddy and so something to make a difference, something to serve 
me. God is the same way, I think. There’s nothing we can do that He can’t 
do a billion times better, faster, and with less mess but when the objects of 
His love and affection, His children want to be with Him and serve with 
Him, the love and joy in His heart must be overwhelming. 

The next time you think about serving the Lord, don’t feel pressured to 
impress Him, just take  up your brush and join Him on the wall. He’ll do 
all the heavy lifting but your effort will make Him smile.
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The Pressure Is Off

The apostle Paul was writing to his church in Corinth to straighten a 
few things out. See the people were building camps. They were playing 
a silly game of my leader is better than your leader. Some were saying I 
follow Paul’s teachings, while others were saying Oh yeah well I follow 
Apollos who was another leader in the church. Paul’s frustration comes in 
that they are both leaders in the same movement trying to go in the same 
direction. This dispute was showing that the church had their focus in the 
wrong place. What’s Paul’s response? “What after all is Apollos? And 
what is Paul? Only servants through whom you came to believe—as the 
Lord assigned to each his task. I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but 
God made it grow.”

Sometimes I think we also get our focus in the wrong place and as a 
result we take something that does not belong to us as well. You see I see a 
lot of ministry folks and Christians in general who feel like they are under 
tremendous pressure to make things happen. We want to see lives changed, 
we want to see people come to follow Jesus, we want to see churches grow 
and on and on and on. So we push ourselves harder and harder and we 
try to do more and more and more to make that happen. When we do this 
we are not so much different than those believers in Corinth. We take the 
focus off of God and put it on ourselves and when we do that the pressure 
starts to build. If that’s you, I have good news, the pressure is off.

You see we’re not the whole picture. Paul planted the seed and Apol-
los watered it. In other words Paul had his job to do and so did Apollos. 
Neither Paul nor Apollos was responsible for growth. Their job was to be 
faithful to do their part of the process, growth was up to God. If we could 
realize that we operate in similar conditions, a lot of pressure would leave 
our lives. Think about it, if we are faithful to do what we are called to do 
and we trust the rest to God, then our success comes in faithful service not 
in numbers. We do our part and God does His and when it succeeds we 
give the glory to where it belongs which not only is appropriate it strips us 
of the destructive pride that makes us think we did it all ourselves. See if 
we did it ourselves then it takes our strength to maintain it and none of us 
is that strong and so the pressure builds. So if it’s your job to plant, plant 
faithfully. If it’s your job to water then water it just right and in the midst 
of the whole thing Pray and trust God. He will make it grow. The pressure 
is off. You can depend on God and when you do, you’ll realize it doesn’t 
all depend on you.
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Aslan and the Power of Story

“Are you there too, Sir?”

“I am,” said Aslan. “But there I have another name. You must learn to 
know me by that name. This was the very reason why you were brought 
to Narnia, that by knowing me here for a little, you may know me better 
there.”

I recently saw The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn 
Treader and it was brilliant. The line above is from the book and rendered 
pretty faithfully in the movie and I feel it is the point of the whole series. 
People can say what they like about the C.S. Lewis and his motivations 
behind the character, to me, Aslan represents Jesus. The lion of the tribe 
of Judah, filled with power and love, sacrificing Himself for the good of 
His people.

But then again when you think of it, nearly every great story is the 
story of a hero who sacrifices himself in some way for the good of others. 
Great stories point to a hero and most of the real heroes of great stories are 
modeled in some way, intentional or not, after Jesus.

What mesmerized me about the film was how “unpreachy” it was. So 
often Christian theater and film and books feel contrived as they push us 
to salvation. This story slides there so effortlessly that it tears down all 
defenses on the way to touching your heart.

That’s the kind of stories I really want to tell. Yes I love sharing the 
Gospel, yes I love to preach and teach and I plan to continue doing both 
as the Lord gives me strength, but there is another passion that gnaws 
at my heart. I want to create modern day parables that disarm even the 
hardest hearts with the undeniable truth. After all the master, used story 
to make His point many, many times. Donald Miller once defined story 
as “...a character who wants something and overcomes conflict to get it.” 
The story of Jesus and of God’s relationship to humanity fits that definition 
completely. What is the story you need to tell? Pray about it, figure it out, 
write it down, add your gift to it and share it. 
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Your Gift is Spiritual

Sometimes theologians give me headaches. The guiding verse of 
AMOKArts is 1 Peter 4:10, “Each one should use whatever gifts he has 
received to serve others faithfully administering God’s grace in it’s various 
forms.” (NIV) That really is the purpose of my ministry to creative folks, 
to help the to use theirr creative, artistic gifts to serve others and serve the 
Lord. Every so often though I meet a well meaning theologian who tries 
to set me straight. They will point me to one of the numerous passages on 
Spiritual gifts and say artistic abilities are talents and not Spiritual gifts. 
They truly mean well, they are trying to set an errant brother straight. 
Maybe you’ve run into these well meaning folks too. Do me a favor. Smil-
ke at them and love them but don’t listen to them. Instead point them to 
Exodus 35 and 36:

“Then Moses said to the Israelites, “See, the LORD has chosen Beza-
lel son of Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah, and he has filled him 
with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of 
crafts- to make artistic designs for work in gold, silver and bronze, to cut 
and set stones, to work in wood and to engage in all kinds of artistic crafts-
manship. And he has given both him and Oholiab son of Ahisamach, of 
the tribe of Dan, the ability to teach others. He has filled them with skill to 
do all kinds of work as craftsmen, designers, embroiderers in blue, purple 
and scarlet yarn and fine linen, and weavers—all of them master craftsmen 
and designers. So Bezalel, Oholiab and every skilled person to whom the 
LORD has given skill and ability to know how to carry out all the work of 
constructing the sanctuary are to do the work just as the LORD has com-
manded.” (NIV)

Bezalel, Oholiab and the other craftsmen were specifically gifted by 
God to be artists and it says they received these gifts when they were 
filled with the Spirit. Where I come from that makes them Spiritual gifts. 
In the same way I believe God has gifted you with your gifts and talents. 
Please note the last few words of verse one as they are key. “…to do the 
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work of constructing the sanctuary are to do the work just as the Lord has 
commanded.” We are to use our gifts the way God intended for the further-
ance of His Kingdom. Does that mean you have to do “Christian” art and 
pictures of Jesus? No, it means you need to seek the Lord in prayer and do 
what He says.

1Peter 4:10 says WHATEVER gifts for a reason. Offer your whatever 
gifts to the Lord and let Him do what He will. Prepare to be amazed. 
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The Fingerprint of God

1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55...

I’m not a mathematician and so I’ve been trying to understand for 
years. It’s called the Fibonacci Sequence. It’s a sequence of numbers that 
builds by adding the two previous numbers together. A rectangle with the 
dimensions of two sequential numbers in the sequence is said to be a gold-
en rectangle. A golden rectangle will break down into smaller and smaller 
golden rectangles all the way down the sequence to 1x1. Plot an arc that 
divides those rectangles and a spiral pattern is created that is seen all over 
nature—from small particles to entire galaxies. It appears in the curve 
or your ear and the curve of a wave. In the center of a sunflower and the 
spiral of the Milky Way. Pineapples and pine cones and fingerprints, you 
name it. Some call the Fibonacci Sequence it the fingerprint of God. You 
can make your own interpretations of this information, but it is fascinating 
to observe.

I could see numerous ways knowing this information could help as 
we create art but could it also help you see the hand of your creator? As 
we look at the patterns and the tiny details of the things our Lord has cre-
ated, as we look at the order that seems to rule over so much of creation, 
I maintain we see evidence of our creator. Romans 1:20 says, “For since 
the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power and 
divine nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from what has 
been made, so that men are without excuse.” 

Think about it. Sure, as artists there are times when we have those 
“happy accidents” that really help a piece of art come into it’s own, but 
you’ve never had a piece of art create itself, have you? Then how could a 
world so splendid and beautiful, not to mention functional and alive, cre-
ate itself. God is alive and at work in our world and when He gives us the 
privilege of creating, He is allowing us to experience just the smallest taste 
of what it’s like to be Him. 

The evidence of God is all around us. Try it. Find something from na-
ture and create an image that requires you to really look at the details. Fi-
bonacci’s sequence is fascinating and really seems to work but this much 
I know for sure. There is a God and we see Him when we look at what He 
has created. His Word says you and I are created in His image. You’re a 
masterpiece, His fingerprints are all over you.
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Idolatry

The visual arts have at times, especially in the last 50 years or so, had 
a difficult time fitting in the church. One of the big objections stated by 
people to the visual arts is the the second commandment, “You shall not 
make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or on 
the earth beneath or in the waters below.” I think people who think that 
way are misusing the Scripture, though each person must examine his or 
her own heart, motivations and convictions.

That being said there is a very real danger of idolatry in art, especially 
for the artists themselves. Consider this passage, from Isaiah 44: 

  
12 The blacksmith takes a tool 

   and works with it in the coals; 
he shapes an idol with hammers, 

   he forges it with the might of his arm. 
He gets hungry and loses his strength; 
   he drinks no water and grows faint. 
13 The carpenter measures with a line 
   and makes an outline with a marker; 

he roughs it out with chisels 
   and marks it with compasses. 

He shapes it in human form, 
   human form in all its glory, 
   that it may dwell in a shrine. 

14 He cut down cedars, 
   or perhaps took a cypress or oak. 

He let it grow among the trees of the forest, 
   or planted a pine, and the rain made it grow. 

15 It is used as fuel for burning; 
   some of it he takes and warms himself, 

   he kindles a fire and bakes bread. 
But he also fashions a god and worships it; 

   he makes an idol and bows down to it.

This guy sounds like such an idiot, doesn’t he? He makes his own God 
and worships it. Burns half the material to bake bread, carves the rest by 
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his own blood sweat and tears and then bows before it as if it can help him. 
What a fool/ Be careful, I’ve been that fool. Oh I would have told you I 
didn’t worship my art. I didn’t surround it with candles and bow down to 
it, but I definitely laid down the rest of my life on the altar before it. Fam-
ily, church, even God came second. Art occupied first place in my life, and 
anything that comes before God is an idol. 

What comes first in your life? Check yourself. This one can be hard to 
see and it will keep your rationalization skills sharp. I was always looking 
at my gift and saying, “It’s my God given gift, surely God wants me to be 
successful, I’ll just work a little harder. Sure my family will have to sac-
rifice now, but when I’ve made it, they’ll have all they could ever want.” 
What they wanted was a husband and a father, but I couldn’t see it. I just 
felt like I could never get to the place called “made it” and I spent a lot of 
time mad at God about it too. My lack of success was God protecting me. 
Thank God He didn’t give me stuff that would draw me any further away. 
I  see that now but back then, I was blind to it.

God anticipated this: 
Look at the end of the passage.

19 No one stops to think, 
   no one has the knowledge or understanding to say, 

“Half of it I used for fuel; 
   I even baked bread over its coals, 

   I roasted meat and I ate. 
Shall I make a detestable thing from what is left? 

   Shall I bow down to a block of wood?” 
20 Such a person feeds on ashes; a deluded heart misleads him; 

   he cannot save himself, or say, 
   “Is not this thing in my right hand a lie?”  

Look at what you do. Look at what you sacrificed to get it. What’s in 
your right hand?  
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God’s Precise Plan

In Exodus 26:1 God said to Moses “Make the tabernacle with ten cur-
tains of finely twisted linen and blue, purple and scarlet yarn, with cheru-
bim worked into them by a skilled craftsman. 2 All the curtains are to be 
the same size—twenty-eight cubits long and four cubits wide.[a] 3 Join 
five of the curtains together, and do the same with the other five. 4 Make 
loops of blue material along the edge of the end curtain in one set, and do 
the same with the end curtain in the other set. 5 Make fifty loops on one 
curtain and fifty loops on the end curtain of the other set, with the loops 
opposite each other. 6 Then make fifty gold clasps and use them to fasten 
the curtains together so that the tabernacle is a unit.

 7 “Make curtains of goat hair for the tent over the tabernacle—eleven 
altogether. 8 All eleven curtains are to be the same size—thirty cubits long 
and four cubits wide.[b] 9 Join five of the curtains together into one set and 
the other six into another set. Fold the sixth curtain double at the front of 
the tent. 10 Make fifty loops along the edge of the end curtain in one set 
and also along the edge of the end curtain in the other set. 11 Then make 
fifty bronze clasps and put them in the loops to fasten the tent together as 
a unit. 12 As for the additional length of the tent curtains, the half curtain 
that is left over is to hang down at the rear of the tabernacle. 13 The tent 
curtains will be a cubit[c] longer on both sides; what is left will hang over 
the sides of the tabernacle so as to cover it. 14 Make for the tent a cover-
ing of ram skins dyed red, and over that a covering of hides of sea cows.
(NIV)

Why did I read that passage? To remind us all something about God. 
These are just the first parts of God’s plan for the tabernacle from Exo-
dus 26. The plan goes on for many, many pages and covers everything 
from the construction of the tabernacle to the undergarments worn by the 
priests. It is extremely precise. God has a specific way He wants it done 
and he expects it to be done exactly that way.

God gifted these two guys named Bezalel and Oholiab to do the work 
of creating the intricate art of his tabernacle. The Bible says of Bezalel 
“(God) has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowl-
edge in all kinds of crafts— 32 to make artistic designs for work in gold, 
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silver and bronze, 33 to cut and set stones, to work in wood and to engage 
in all kinds of artistic craftsmanship. His talent and his abilities to create 
art are a spiritual gift, how cool is that? But look what it  says in Exodus 
36 1 So Bezalel, Oholiab and every skilled person to whom the LORD has 
given skill and ability to know how to carry out all the work of construct-
ing the sanctuary are to do the work just as the LORD has commanded.” 
(NIV)  

I spend a lot of time encouraging people to live very creative lives and 
to do very creative things and I believe with all my heart that creativity is 
a gift from God but I also believe with all my heart that God has a very 
precise plan for the universe. The best way for us to honor God with our 
lives and our art is to submit our creativity to God. When we do this we 
will truly be using our gifts as God intended. Make your creativity your 
offering. Give it to God and prepare to be amazed by what He creates 
through you.

Creative challenge

Select a passage of scripture describing something such as the con-
struction plans for the tabernacle, the ark or perhaps the creatures described 
in Daniel’s visions or John’s vision from the book of Revelation and create 
a work that is as scripturally accurate as possible.  
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Groundhog Day

It was Groundhog Day and here in Pennsylvania, that’s a big deal 
though I’m not sure why. They are a royal nuisance and quite destructive 
but they are one of God’s creatures so I’m sure he had a reason beyond 
their propensity for being bearers of usually bad news. We pin a lot of 
weight on this poor little creature. He’s surrounded by a million cameras 
and a million lights and we wonder if he will see his shadow. What are the 
odds?

It was yet another day when the  sky was dumping snow and ice. There 
had been many of those that Winter—so many in fact that it reminded me 
of another Groundhog Day, the movie Groundhog Day where the lead 
character wakes up to experience the same thing over and over again. It 
seemed lkike the winder weather would never end. God is a great artist but 
He well knows I prefer His green palette to His white one. Nevertheless, 
much as I advise all the other artists in my life, God creates what He feels 
led to create and puts it out there for the world to see. We all have our 
preferences but at the end of the day He is the Artist.

So what can we learn from this?
God has reason for everything He does and everything He created 1. 
and at the end of the day it is good, because He is good. We need 
to trust Him. The snow gets annoying after a while, but it hydrates 
the earth, kills off bacteria and helps control insect populations.
I’m still not sure what good groundhogs are but the folks in the 2. 
small town of Punxsutawney have found a way to capitalize on 
them. Maybe there is a way to turn a struggle into a blessing in 
your life as well.
If you find yourself going through the same thing over and over 3. 
again, maybe it’s time to do something new, try something new or 
stop something you’re doing and make a change. If it’s something 
that is totally out of your control, remember God is always good 
and Romans 8:28 says “In all things God works for the good of 
those who love Him and are called according to His purpose. “ 
(NIV)You’re not really stuck in Groundhog Day and this too shall 
pass
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God’s Timing

I did a painting video called Functional Saviors. It is definitely one 
of  the favorite things I have ever done. I worked on the piece in my spare 
time and it took  months but it’s a piece I’ve been wanting to do for years 
and when I finally finished it the satisfaction was unbelievable. I can’t tell 
you how good it feels to be able to bring a dream to fruition. I wanted to 
start it as soon as I thought of it, but I couldn’t figure out how to do it. I 
knew it had to be a video because of the layers and layers and layers that 
it involved but I didn’t know how to make it just right so it moved to the 
back burner, a little glimmer at the back of my mind and I thought it might 
stay that way.

Until one day…

One day I made a mistake, well not really so much a mistake as a lack-
luster painting. I started taping it as I painted and when I got to the end it 
just was not great, but rather than quitting I started layering. It became the 
piece I call Ten Paintings, One Canvas. As I finished that piece, I began to 
see how I might finally make this vision happen. The point I am trying to 
make is this: sometimes the ideas we get are right now and sometimes they 
are visions for the future. If you have an idea you and can’t figure out how 
to complete it or make it work, write it down, sketch it out and then let it 
go and get on with the other things God puts before you. Chances are there 
is just something you have to learn to make it happen. 

God knows the timing and His timing is perfect. In the mean time, just 
be faithful with each day.

Creative Challenge
You can see the two pieces mentioned in this essay on the AMOKArts 

channel of YouTube.com (www.youtube.com/amokarts). Functional Sav-
iors was a dream of mine for quite some time before it came to be. Think 
about your dream project (something you feel God is leading you to do. 
Make a list of everything that needs to happen to bring it to fruition and 
post that list somewhere where you will be reminded of it often. Take the 
necessary steps to bring it to pass and make those things you can’t do a 
matter of prayer. 
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The Art Show That Didn’t Happen (for Me) or 
God Always Knows What He’s Doing

I had looked forward to it for weeks. It was to bet he first time I ever 
participated in an art show. It was a different kind of show.  All the work 
had to be created on site during the show and I was convinced it was going 
to be a lot of fun.

I was coming off a rough week, nothing major just a pile of little frus-
trations and aggravations that made me kind of stressed out. The art show 
was to be my Island of calm. Six hours of creating anything I wanted. My 
goal was to create to the glory of God and allow Him to use me and my 
work as He saw fit. No agenda beyond making stuff and serving Him. 
Several things happened over the course of the week that told me I needed 
to relax a little and find my joy again and I figured that the art show was 
where it was going to happen.

Well the show was about an hour and a half away from my house, so 
I loaded about half my studio into my car and headed there, anticipating 
a very relaxing day. I got about ten miles away from the site of the show 
when it happened. I began to hear a squeaking, squealing sound under my 
hood followed by thumping and jerking. I was following a nice guy who 
volunteered to lead me when I found myself slightly lost. When I pulled 
my car over he noticed I was no longer following and turned around. He 
pointed me to a parking lot just ahead and asked if I could get the car to 
a parking lot in the clearing ahead, so i limped it there and that is where 
it gave out completely. When I saw what the parking lot was I couldn’t 
believe it. I pastor Dave Weiss had my car die on the parking lot of a strip 
club. (no it wasn’t open and no I wouldn’t have gone in if it was.)

My first thought was Lord if you want me to relax you have a funny 
way of showing it. I was more than a little upset and my funk continued. 
My wife came and picked her husband up at the strip club, something 
neither or us ever thought we would say, and we went home. No art show 
for me.

But here’s the thing. I got home and got by myself and prayed (a large 
part of which felt more like venting to God, its okay He understands). I got 
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out a lot of my stress and frustration and felt his peace start to come over 
me. A different message came to me than the one I planned for Sunday  
about a man named David who ended up where he didn’t belong, It seems 
somewhat appropriate don’t you think. I had been reading Psalm 51 earlier 
in the week and thought it was just for me but I began to see how it applied 
to a lot of what had happened in the week.

I sat down at my computer and started to write when my cell phone 
rang. It was someone I have been praying for for a long time asking me 
if I wanted to go for a walk. We had a great time and some really good 
discussion and I would have missed it had I been at the show. Once again 
God knew what He was doing. I missed the show, but God had something 
better.

Creative Challenge

The old saying goes, “When God closes one door, He opens another...” 
and while this is not scriptural, it often holds true. When you face a time 
of disappointment, when it appears life has pulled the rug out from under 
you, you have two choices. You can wallow in disappointment or you can 
look for the opportunity. Create a reminder to look for the opportunity in 
the problem.  
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Repainting Jesus

Radical. Revolutionary. Rebel. They’re words that create an image 
in our minds aren’t they? But now let me say another word, Jesus. Most 
people can’t imagine using those words in the same sentence and yet to 
imagine Him as anything else is to miss a big part of who He is. We have 
done a great disservice to the world in the way we portray him. The Je-
sus we’ve painted seems wimpy up until he dies on the cross for our sins 
which we see as an act of humble surrender and it is to a point but it’s 
something much greater as well.

We evangelicals have spent so much time talking about the cross and 
the resurrection and they are amazingly important things, but how often 
do we talk about what made people want to kill Him? See Jesus didn’t just 
go with the status quo. He turned over the tables in the temple. He love the 
ones most people called unloveable and he called society’s elite on their 
garbage. His message of love was so radical that most of the religious 
leaders entrusted with preparing the way for his coming didn’t even rec-
ognize Him. As a matter of fact they were the ones screaming loudest for 
His death. The people wanted Him dead because His message made them 
look too deep into their own hearts.

Be careful how you think. Most of the time when we see Jesus really 
get in someone’s face in the scriptures it’s someone religious. Someone 
whose pride makes them feel like they’re better than everyone else.

One of the best stories of this is found in Matthew chapter 9. Jesus 
has just called Matthew the tax collector to be one of His disciples. Now 
if Jesus had wanted to be popular with the religious establishment or cared 
about public opinion at all this is a move He would not have made. Tax 
collectors were hated by pretty much everyone, they were seen as turn-
coats and con men because they would rip the people off. Matthew has to 
see this as redemption and a fresh start and he’s so excited that he throws 
a party so all his friends can meet Jesus. The problem is when you’re an 
outcast like Matthew the only people who will hang out with you are other 
outcasts. Well it’s not a problem for Jesus and He goes to the party. These 
are the people He came to save. But about the time Jesus is knee deep in 
meeting these people where they are, the religious folks show up and start 
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to judge. They basically ask Jesus‘ disciples why does your teacher eat and 
spend time with the scum of the earth. The implication of their question 
is really clear. If this guy was worth anything he’d leave these people and 
hang with respectable people, you know people like us. Well Jesus hears 
them and here’s what He said. “It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but 
the sick. But go and learn what this means: ‘I desire mercy, not sacrifice.’ 
He’s not telling them they are good. He’s telling them that their religious 
act are not going to save them and that if they had the Father’s heart they 
would be helping him not mocking Him.”(NIV)

Jesus didn’t come so we would be more religious. Jesus’ call was to 
radical love and humility and service, to Loving God first and loving our 
neighbors as we love ourselves. Following Him is not always safe and it’s 
not always popular. It’s not just the path to heaven when you die, but also a 
call to an amazing adventure to this life. Jesus is not just the silent lamb led 
to the slaughter. He’s the lion of the tribe of Judah and as CS Lewis wrote, 
“He’s not a tame lion but He is good.” What do you want to be? I want to 
be a radical just like Jesus. His sacrifice may have been an act of submis-
sion to the Father, but never forget it was the victory blow in the ultimate 
battle, the battle where evil did it’s worst and radical love still won.

Creative Challenge

The world needs a new picture of Jesus. A picture of Him as He really 
is. Go to the Scriptures and read about all the ways Jesus is described. All 
the various names. The think about all the things He has done in your life 
and create an image that speaks to who Jesus is and what He is doing in 
your life. As an example, my favorite painting of Jesus doesn’t look like a 
traditional image of Jesus at all. I call it Dichotomy. It’s the close up of a 
face made of two faces. the face of a lion and the face of a lamb. The lion 
side of the image wears a mighty golden crown but as the crown moves 
into the lamb side of the face it becomes a crown of thorns. This is who 
Jesus is to me. The book of Revelation calls Jesus the Lion of the Tribe of 
Judah and I definitely relate to that side of Him. He is the mighty King and 
Lord of my life. He’s been my fierce protector as well. The lamb side re-
fers to John the Baptist calling Jesus the lamb of God who takes away the 
sin of the world. Jesus has been my sacrifice and He is my savior. That’s 
my picture of Jesus. Who is He to you? Repaint Jesus.   
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Art In Worship, Art As Worship, Arts Is Worship

It’s possible to include all of our gifts in worship.

There is more to worship than the Big 3 (preaching, playing instru-
ments and singing.) Our lives are supposed to be worship. We were cre-
ated to worship, so the question we must ask ourselves is, “How can I 
commit what God has given me to worship?”

Some of you may look at this and say, “That door is not open in my 
church. No way would they allow me to use my gift in worship.” My first 
question to you is “Have you prayed for God to open a door?” and my 
second question is “Have you asked?” See sometimes we only perceive a 
door to be closed and “we have not because we ask not.”

In other cases, your gift doesn’t fit the context of the worship service. 
That’s okay too, your work does not have to be done at 10:00 a.m. on a 
Sunday morn-ing in your church building to be worship. Simply commit 
to the Lord to do your work for His purposes and do it as a form of wor-
ship. Hear this and hear it well it is not a substitute for gathering together 
with your brothers and sisters in Christ, I believe we all need that as well. 
Remember we are supposed to worship with our whole lives.

My suggestion: Try to find a way to use your gift in the worship ser-
vice. If you are SURE the door is closed to that, find a way to share with 
your congregation what God is doing through your gift as you offer it up to 
the Lord outside the church. This is not about trying to get glory for your-
self, (You know, “Hey look at me!) it’s about sharing that there is more to 
worship than showing one hour on a sunday and consuming the worship 
“show.” It’s about helping people to realize that whatever gift they have 
received from God can be used to serve God in the church and in the com-
munity. It’s about helping people see they can be used by God.

Creative Challenge

 Make art in the context of worship. This could be done on the plat-
form in church or sketching in your seat at the service. Better yet gather a 
group of artists, pray, listen to worship music and create to the Lord.
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What is Christian Art? 

I’ve spent the better part of a decade writing lessons for a youth minis-
try resource. What makes the resource unique is that the lessons are based 
on the themes of Christian music. I’m a huge rock music fan and I love 
youth ministry so this was a really natural fit for me, but there has always 
been a quandary. What constitutes Christian music?

 
I’ve heard all these bands trying to quantify themselves. Some will say 

they are Christian bands while others call themselves bands who happen to 
be Christians. Fans are quick to take sides, some will say Christian bands 
who play a song that slides into the realm of the “secular” are “reaching 
out” and some will say they are “selling out.” Who is the gatekeeper and 
what is the criteria? How many times does Jesus have to be mentioned be-
fore a song is considered Christian and how many times can a band violate 
this principal before they have “sold out?” 

How about the rest of the arts? Does a painting have to feature Jesus 
or a scripture verse to be Christian? How about plays and musicals and 
books, can they be Christian if someone doesn’t come to Jesus by the 
end? Can a Christian dance be Christian if there are no flags or streamers 
involved and don’t even get me started on instrumentals. I think we’re ask-
ing the wrong question. 

As far as I recall, only people can be Christian. Our creations are just 
things. Sacred or secular is not so much in the work as it is in the heart 
of the artist. Why should we have to choose? After all the same God in 
charge of Sunday morning is in charge the rest of the week. I think com-
partmentalizing our lives into sacred and secular is defeating our purpose 
of always representing Christ.

Christians experience the same things as everyone else—the same 
temptations, the same problems, the same sins and on and on. If we are 
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following the admonition to be in the world but not of the world and if we 
are going to be truly transparent, our subject matter is going to end up be-
ing pretty diverse. Honest expressions of those struggles are probably the 
best way to show a very real God to a very real world.

We could take a lesson from country music. Love it or hate it, there is 
one thing you must admit. They can record a song about Jesus and a song 
about their dogs, their pick up trucks and no one is shocked, surprised or 
accusing them of selling out.  

God is the God over every part of our lives. Let’s seek Him for our 
subject matter and give Him our best. In the end, He is the only critic that 
matters.

Creative Challenge

 What defines Christian art in your mind? Push yourself beyond any 
self-imposed limits and create a piece of art that glorifies and expresses 
God in a way that would be beyond what you usually consider Christian. 
Try to create a piece that would express something great about God to 
someone who “lives outside the walls” of the church. Then put it on dis-
play and seek feedback. Is your piece communicating what you intended 
and is God receiving glory?  
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Hang It Up

This may alienate me from some of the art world but I am going to 
have to trust that you will read with me to the end. I was looking through 
some art books at Borders last night and I came upon several artists that 
I just don’t quite get. I’m not condemning their work, I just don’t get it. 
One that comes to mind is Jackson Pollock. I see beauty in His work but 
I sometimes wonder how he got past the gatekeepers. I mean after all I 
can’t quite picture submitting one of his pieces for a grade in my HS art 
class. I’m afraid I may not have fared very well. Certainly it would not 
have appealed to those first gate keepers we meet, my parents.  

I get the same thing from hiphop music. I don’t deny it’s value as an 
art form, I just can’t quite picture how it got past the gatekeepers. Like 
the first person to eat a lobster, I wonder how they thought it might be a 
good idea.

I’d imagine more than once these artists probably faced a gatekeeper 
and heard, hang it up and that’s how they got past the gatekeeper. See 
the gatekeeper saw their works and said, “Hang it up!” and they meant, 
“quit.” But the stubborn artist heard, “hang it up” and they did, they hung 
it on the wall. They had the guts to hang the piece, put it on display, stand 
beside it and say, “This is my art.” Some people no doubt rejected it, but 
others looked at it and said, “Wow.” 

If you’re going to be an artist, the first step is to hang your work on 
the wall and claim it. Then you have to be ready. Some will come along 
and call your work garbage. You’re not interested in them so don’t give 
in to them. You’re not here for them. You are here for the people who will 
look at your and say, “Wow.” They are the ones you invest in. Trying to 
get everyone to like you or your work is a fools errand and the only way 
to do it is to make something or be something that is thoroughly dishonest 
and totally unremarkable.
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The faith element adds an interesting dimension. All of the sudden 

you’re doing what you do not for an audience, not for a critic, but for your 
Creator. In this case He is the only One you really need to please and if 
you please Him everything else is covered. Don’t get me wrong there are 
gatekeepers in the church to and sometimes they are worse than any other 
gatekeepers in the world. Just because they’re in the church doesn’t mean 
you have to listen to them. I’m not talking about giving God any less than 
your best. You have one master and He deserves your best. If you do the 
best you can with what you have and offer it to Him, it is precious to Him, 
He can use it and He will.

The next time someone takes a look at your work and tells you to 
hang it up, that’s exactly what you need to do. Hang it on the wall for the 
world to see and give God the glory. The ones it is supposed to bless will 
be blessed. 

Creative Challenge

 Try a completely different medium or style. If you’re a realist, do an 
abstract. If you’re an abstractionist, do a photorealistic still life. If you’re 
a painter, sculpt... You get the idea. Give it your all, do your best and set 
a deadline so you won’t tweak it forever. Then after the deadline, take 
the piece sign it and put it on display. Hang it up. This will no doubt feel 
quite vulnerable, but it could also free you to learn new skills and try new 
things.   
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The Pursuit of Excellence

I hear and read a lot of Christian artists who speak about excellence 
and I wonder sometimes if that should really be our main emphasis. If we 
push for some undefined standard of excellence what of the developing 
artist? I hear so many people who wanted to be artists but who faced some 
sort of criticism or got rejected in one form or another and quit and I don’t 
want to cause someone to quit in the name of Jesus. 

My excellence friends speak of competing with what the world gener-
ates and I struggle with that as well. If I place a Rembrandt and a Keith 
Haring side by side and say judge these, which is better... well that’s point-
less because art is subjective and there is excellence in both. Opinions 
vary wildly on what’s good and what’s not. To me the better move is to 
say, “The best you can do is your best, so give God your best and keep 
going.”

Now remember, I said your best. This is not one of these  situations 
like I also hear about from time to time, where the artist says, it’s not 
my best but it’s good enough for church. That is patently wrong. It’s the 
equivalent of bringing the worst, weakest, ugliest sheep to the sacrifice 
and keeping the best for yourself. That in no way honors God. Giving our 
best to God may well be like the widow’s mite. Others may be able to give 
more and better, but that’s not your problem, you give God your all.   

I’ve been doing art for over 20 years. My work now is far superior to 
what it was when I started and 20 years from now I’m hoping my work is 
far superior to todays. If I’m still alive I know it will be because I will keep 
learning and growing, Lord willing. So what should I do? Wait til my work 
is 20 times better to put out another piece? No, I give my best to the Lord 
and to the world each day and we grow together. I trust that what I can do 
today, with what I have today, can be a blessing to someone today. 

Keep doing what you do and keep growing.
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The Other Side of Excellence

Well I was (very gently) taken to task by a dear sister on my post “The 
Pursuit of Excellence.” This sister is a pastor and brought up something 
those of us in the church have all experienced. Basically it’s when dear 
Aunt Erma feels the need to sing a solo in the service. She has no real 
singing ability but because she is a pillar of the church, no one has ever 
told her. This sister asked if she should make a visitor sit through that and 
that’s a great question.

Now if she had said should she make the congregation sit through 
that, my knee-jerk reaction would be “yes” because the church does not 
exist to make believers comfortable. But when she made it about a visitor 
who may or may not be a believer, my tune changed because I believe the 
church exists largely for the sake of those beyond it’s walls. Maybe we 
need to slightly revisit excellence.

I’ll use myself as an example. I LOVE to sing. I pity the person who 
drives my car after me if I forgot to turn the volume down because they 
would be in for a shock. It can get pretty loud in there. There are even 
times where I think I sound pretty good in my car. But that’s where it stays 
because I’ve been told often my singing voice is not very good.

On the other hand, I have received compliments on my speaking voice. 
I’m not saying that to boast because quite honestly, I don’t see it. I know it 
is the voice God gave me and I know He uses it, but when I hear it played 
back, I think it sounds really nasal and a little whiny.

It’s confusing and makes me wonder if we sound different to others 
than we do in our own heads. Kind of like the weird questions I ask my-
self, for example: We all basically agree that grass is green but what if the 
green I see looks like my purple to you. We’d never know the difference 
because we all agree that grass is green. (I told you it was weird)
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What if Aunt Erma thinks she sounds great and no one has told her 

any different. I mean if you’ve seen the first five weeks or so of American 
Idol, you know there’s a lot of that going around. How do we deal with 
this? I think it comes back to God and trusting that He has gifted you for 
something specific. If the vast majority of people see my speaking voice 
as a gift and my singing voice as… well… not a gift, then God will prob-
ably receive more glory from my speaking than my singing and I am here 
to glorify God then I should probably focus on speaking unless God says 
different.

Don’t get me wrong, I still sing praise and I sing loud and “proud” but 
I do it in the midst of the congregation lifting my praise in community, to 
be drowned out by the better singers. I leave the solos to others.

Maybe in the church we just need to be sure to be honest. We praise 
people in the areas where they are gifted and encourage them to pursue 
that. We don’t crush their spirits, but we call out their best. We speak the 
truth in love and we help them to be excellent.

Creative Challenge

 Create a way to help people explore their giftings and find a way to 
serve the Lord with what they do best. 
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Give Me Your Eyes

One of the things I really love to do is worship painting. The illustra-
tion for this essay is a copy of one of my worship piece I did at the church 
planters. The leadership of the event requested a piece based on one of the 
key worship songs for the event, Give Me Your Eyes by Brandon Heath. It 
went along with the theme of the evening which was asking Jesus to help 
us see things as He sees them and more importantly to see people as He 
sees them. You would think it would be simple and yet I think I tried to 
complicate it. I did three sketches before this one came along each very 
symbolic, each very graphic and each requiring lot of explanation. They 
were also getting way to complicated for the half hour time slot I had to 
do the finished piece. These are all things that need to be taken into con-
sideration when creating for a live worship format.

Artists might kick against this a little bit. We might say, “Well I just 
work how I work and when it’s done it’s done. There is a lot of truth to 
that especially when we are creating art for art sake. Had I taken more 
time and been more thorough I would have come up with a much better 
looking piece but sometimes its not about that. Sometimes just like in 
life, you have limited time, limited budget and limited resources to get 
your message across. In those moments you have a decision to make. You 
can complain about your lack or you can do the best you can with what 
you have right now. This piece was a simple piece not a masterpiece, but 
the conversations I had afterward convince me that this painting accom-
plished what it set out to do.

It showed Jesus opening the eyes of a man as we see several times in 
Scripture as Jesus gives sight to the blind. Well in the situation we don’t 
know if the man was physically blind or not, but what we can see is that 
his eyes are suddenly open to the need around Him. He is no longer oblivi-
ous to the world around him, He is no longer looking at the world simply 
as to how it affects him. He can see what he needs to do and he is ready to 
do it. What have you been missing? Where are the needs in your commu-
nity? What is it that God wants you to see and do something about? I’ve 
said it before and I’ll say it again. When you look at a situation and think 
somebody should do something about that, it’s time to go looking for your 
mirror because maybe, just maybe that somebody is you! 

Jesus give us your eyes so we can see. Give us your eyes.
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The World  Has Changed

The world has changed. There was a time when in order to get your 
message out you had to get it published. Whether you were a comic artist, 
a musician, a writer, whatever, you had to get your work in the hands of a 
publisher, pray they looked at it among the thousands of other submissions 
on the pile, then that they would like it enough to pass it along up the line 
where people would have to decide whether or not your idea (not to men-
tion your abilities) were worth the substantial financial gamble it would 
take to get you to the public. It was a crap shoot and most creatives lost.

The world has changed. Now we have the internet. The gatekeepers 
who used to be able to keep your work from seeing the light of day are 
struggling more than ever. Their very limited funds are going to keep the 
superstars, those people who have always been their bread and butter, alive 
and afloat. This should mean that the opportunities for the rest of us are 
getting smaller, but they’re not. We have the internet. The cause of the big 
companies problems could have been a great blessing to them but many 
refused to adapt to the new technology (remember when the recording 
companies sued their customers).

The world has changed. Creatives no longer need the companies. Any-
one with an idea, a vision and a laptop can take their work to the masses. 
The gatekeepers argue that quality will drop and they may be right, but 
we have a multitude of options and the cream will always rise to the top. 
It will have to, to be seen above the crowd. Will you make the kinds of 
money you made when the publishing companies ruled the world? Prob-
ably not, but how much did you make when your masterpiece got rejected 
and sat in your basement collecting dust? At least this way your work can 
see the light of day and reach the audience it was supposed to reach.

The world has changed and this is especially good for creatives in the 
Kingdom. God now has provided not only the vision but the means to take 
the vision to the world. Ask God to show you the way, give you a vision, 
bathe it in prayer, get to work, give God your best and ship it. God will get 
it to where He wants it. Trust Him.

“And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world 
as a testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.”—Jesus (Mat-
thew 24:14 NIV)

The World Has Changed… and that’s Good News for You
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Stieg Larsson and the Good News and the Bad 
News

Around the end of 2010 if you spent any amount of time in book-
stores, you probably noticed three books: The Girl With the Dragon Tat-
too, The Girl Who Played With Fire and The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s 
Nest. They were pretty hard to miss because they were everywhere. They 
were written by a man named Stieg Larsson. Now I know nothing about 
the books and little about the man who wrote them but it sure seems as if 
he was having a good year. After all what could be better than having three 
runaway best sellers in one year. I’ll tell you, having three best sellers and 
being alive. You see Stieg Larsson died in 2004.    

 
It really got me thinking about what we create, the impact it can and 

should have. Larsson’s great success could really be seen as good news 
and bad news and the truth is all of us can find ourselves at that same 
crossroads.

The good news is one day you will leave it all behind and the bad 
news is one  day you will leave it all behind. The good news is the stuff 
that we’re doing right now as artist will very likely outlast us. We have 
been blessed with the ability to create things that can have an impact after 
we leave this world. The bad news is we have to watch how we invest our 
lives. Stieg Larsson is probably making piles of money right now but he 
will never enjoy it. If that was his motivation for writing (and remember I 
know nothing about the man)... well what a tragedy. How are you invest-
ing your life?

It reminds me of two stories from the Bible. At one point Jesus was at 
a dinner and a woman came in and broke a bottle of very expensive per-
fume (worth a year’s wages) and poured it over his head. The disciples, es-
pecially Judas, were outraged. Why this waste think of all the good all that 
money would have done. Jesus very quickly tells them to let her alone, 
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When she poured this perfume on my body, she did it to prepare me for 
burial. Truly I tell you, wherever this gospel is preached throughout the 
world, what she has done will also be told, in memory of her.” (Matthew 
26:12,13 NIV) She took what she had  and used it to be a blessing and 
people still talk about her generosity today. If you’re going to invest a year 
of your life, 2,000 years of memories is a pretty good return.

Contrast that with a story Jesus told in Luke 12. Here two brothers 
are fighting over money and Jesus tells a story to set them straight. A guy 
gets this amazing bumper crop. His  life is overflowing with the blessings  
from God. So what does he do? Help others? Feed the poor? No he builds 
bigger barns to keep it all for himself. Jesus response? You fool! This very 
night your life will be demanded from you. Then who will get what you 
have prepared for yourself? 

The good news and the bad news are both the same, we all leave it 
all behind. So the real question is how are  you investing your life? Invest 
your life in what matters forever, God and people, and let the giver of all 
good things handle your reward.

Creative challenge

This story shows you can’t take it with you. Read the stories found in  
Luke 12:16-21 and Matthew 26:6-13. Then check yourself are you invest-
ing your life in what matters? Take some time and be honest with yourself. 
Then create an image that shows the kind of legacy you would like to 
leave behind or write your own obituary or your life story from now until 
the end. Focus on the things that would move to the front of your mind if 
you knew time was short. All of us should make it our goal to live a better 
story.     
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T-Shirt War

In my quest to provide inspiration and encouragement to artists, I of-
ten find myself scouring Youtube looking for amazing art videos. I re-
cently found one called T-Shirt War.Basically two guys named Rhett and 
Link and their artist and songwriter friends made a video using over 200 
t-shirts, one fire extinguisher and a lot of talent. If you’ve never seen this 
video (and over 5,000,000 people have), you need to check it out. 

But it’s not just a cool video. The reason this story made the book is 
because of what happened next. Rhett and Link created the first video and 
put it out there as their gift to the world. No real thought of compensation, 
riches or fame, they just put it out there for the world to see. That’s what 
art is, it’s a gift. It may be a commission, we may intend to sell it but our 
hope beyond the money is that our work will be seen. That people will see 
it and be touched and change somehow. Art is a gift. 

Rhett and Link gave their gift and guess what happened, the folks at 
Coca Cola and McDonalds saw it and commissioned them to make a video 
as a commercial for them. Needless to say I’m sure this was quite lucrative 
for them. Here’s the point. You never know who is looking at the things 
you create and you never know what will come of them, so a.) always put 
your best out there, and b.) make sure you put it out, A gift is not a gift 
until it’s given.

I’m not saying you will make a lot of money, but I am saying you will 
touch and bless somebody, especially if what you are doing is inspired by 
God. So take what you’re inspired to do, do it the best you can and get it 
out there, give it to the word and trust that God will do with it what He 
intends. Give your gift.

Creative Challenge

Create a Youtube video that allows you to tell some part of the story 
of Jesus in your life, make it as creative as you possibly can then post it 
and promote it. You can see some of examples of how I do this at www.
youtube.com/amokarts  
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Pay It Forward...

Okay I confess I may be the last person in America to see this movie 
but I finally watched the ten year old Pay It Forward and it really hit me. 
After all this is the drum I have been beating for years.

I love the assignment and am issuing it to you as a challenge. Think of 
an idea to change our world and put it into action.

What can you do? What will you do? I am always amazed how peo-
ple’s eyes seem to glass over when I start to talk about changing out world 
as if I am some kind of pie in the sky moron, but seriously which is better: 
to try to do something to make the world better and fail or to spend the rest 
of your life complaining?

I loved the quote from the movie. “The realm of possibility exists in 
each of you. You can do it or you can just sit back and let it atrophe.” I love 
this quote even more, “With God all things are possible.” What will you do 
to make a difference with what you have been given. Don’t just read this 
and move on. Take on the assignment and do you part to make the world 
a better place.

Think of it this way. Jesus did the most amazing thing ever when He 
traded His life for yours. It is a debt you could never repay and that’s okay. 
It’s a gift, He did it because He loves you. An unrepayable gift should 
come with a sense of gratitude and obedience, so if you can’t repay Jesus, 
what should you do instead?

Pay it forward. Use what He’s given you to help someone else.

Creative Challenge

 Think of an idea to change our world and put it into action.
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Jim Henson and Success

When asked about his career, Jim Henson said:

“I cannot say why I am good at what I do, but I can say I work very 
hard at it. Nor am I aware of any career decisions. I’ve always found that 
one thing leads to another, and that I’ve moved from project to project in a 
natural progression. Perhaps one thing that has helped me in achieving my 
goals is that I sincerely believe in what I do, and I get great pleasure from 
it. I feel very fortunate because I can do what I love to do.”

Why do you do what you do? I’m sure there are a plethora of answers 
that will come up everything from the call of God to “it pays the bills.” 
Some of us have major goals and plans others seem to fly by the seat of 
their pants. Henson’s quote is different. Perhaps it’s because it was spoken 
by a man looking back over what’s already happened, but he can see a 
“road,” a “natural progression” as he states it. There was a path, maybe not 
a conscious path, but a path nonetheless. 

He also speaks of achieving his goals, so there was a vision in sight. 
Maybe that’s the key. We have a vision, but we don’t obsess, we live one 
day at a time faithfully moving through each project and each day, toward 
the goal. At the end of the day Henson was a grown man who changed 
the world playing with puppets. There can’t have been much of a map for 
that and yet his life’s work educated  millions of children and entertained 
billions. 

This was not a man who did what he did for a paycheck, he wasn’t a 
guy who phoned it in. He was a man who had  a vision and a dream, who 
gave the world a gift and received their adoration in return.  

Lastly Henson speaks of belief. He said he sincerely believed in what 
he did and he got great pleasure from it. I think that’s what it’s like when 
you are in the sweet spot of life—when you are doing what God created 
you to do. You work hard, very hard, and it’s not always easy, but neither 
is it drudgery because you believe in what you are doing and you love it 
and even if you can’t see it, you know it makes a difference. 

Can you say what Henson said about what you do? If not, maybe it’s 
time for prayer.          
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Don’t Leave Home Without It.

Do you remember the old American Express commercial? I might 
be showing my age here, but their slogan was, “Don’t leave home with-
out it!” Well there is something I almost never leave home without. As a 
Christ following artist, next to my Bible this is my most vital tool. It’s my 
sketch book. 

It didn’t used to be that way. Inspiration would strike and I would be 
scrambling for a piece of paper and a writing implement. These scraps of 
paper ended up all over the house, negatively effecting my marital bliss 
and causing all matter of frustration when I went to look for the sketch and 
almost invariably couldn’t find it. It was crazy.

Then one day I was visiting and artist friend and saw this shelf of 
books, all of similar size and shape and I noticed if he wanted to share an 
idea, he would go to his shelf of sketchbooks and show me what he was 
thinking. I bought my first sketch book the same day and I have been fill-
ing them ever since. 

As artists seeking to follow Jesus Christ, we pray for inspiration When 
inspirations come, shouldn’t we hold on to them as if they were precious? 
I don’t think I am all that unusual. There are times when an inspiration will 
come to mind and I know it’s too good to have come from my brain and 
yet it doesn’t seem to fit anything I am currently doing. In the past I would 
drive myself to distraction trying to make it happen. Now I get it down on 
paper and pray for direction. If direction comes, I keep going. If it doesn’t, 
the idea may be for the future, so I entrust the idea to the Lord and move 
forward with something else. I can do this knowing that the Lord will call 
it to mind at the right time. All I have to do is find it in my sketch books.

Sometimes a scripture or a time of prayer will inspire an image. I just 
grab my book sketch it with the reference and it becomes part of my devo-
tions for the day. The sketch may take on a life of it’s own as a finished 
piece of art or it may just exist as a reminder of my time with God. I some-
times wake with ideas in the middle of the night. In the old days I would 
lie there wide awake, ruminating over the idea. Now I just get up, throw a 
brief sketch and a couple of notes in my book and go back to sleep. 

Sketch books are a great tool. They help us to record the things the 
Lord gives us. What could be more valuable than that? Get yourself a 
sketchbook today and don’t leave home without it.
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Don’t Over Think It

I remember going to the National Museum of Modern Art at the 
Smithsonian many years ago. In one installation there were three large 
canvasses, one orange, one black and one green they were huge and each 
one had a small “squiggle” of paint on it. I was sort of amused hearing the 
artsy folks walking around psychoanalyzing it. I sometimes wonder if the 
artist was just messing with us or maybe I’m just not that deep.

Then I read the DaVinci Code and realized that all of DaVinci’s paint-
ings have secret codes in them. Like the V shape between Jesus and John 
the baptist was to signify that John was a woman. This brought two ques-
tions to mind, first of all I wonder if DaVinci knew about his code and sec-
ondly if he was really so motivated how did he know since the last supper 
happened over a thousand years before he was born. Please don’t write me 
with the various conspiracy theories and such, it’s not really my point. My 
point is this sometimes I think we read way to much into things and I think 
it can be crippling to artists.

I can’t speak for you, but I’m pretty direct. You don’t need to psycho-
analyze my stuff. I’ll tell you what it means if it doesn’t speak for itself 
and if something is so subliminal and esoteric I can tell you, I’m not that 
deep and if I subconsciously put something in a piece well I didn’t know 
about it, so it wasn’t my intent. I’m not one of those artists who complains 
about being misunderstood as a matter of fact one of the big motivations 
of making art for me is to help people understand.

It’s not that I don’t want my art to make you think. I just don’t want 
you to look at it and overthink. I think it’s the same way with the Scripture. 
Sometimes I think people spend so much time analyzing what God meant 
that they never come around to thinking maybe God meant what He said. 
Part of that is because we find what He said to be disagreeable and since 
we’re “good people” we must be misunderstanding God’s intent. Surely 
the Lord would never disagree with us, right?

The Bible is a book meant to be studied for a lifetime but the basic 
truths are pretty simple. Perhaps there are some parts that need to be in-
terpreted in the light of a changing culture, but I believe for the most part 
God wants to be understood. How about you?

Oh and by the way if we are creating art in His name, shouldn’t we 
perhaps also try to create work that is understood?
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Jellyfish

Some time ago I did a painting that is very meaningful for me. It’s a 
painting of a jellyfish and it’s based on a passage from Veggie Tales cre-
ator Phil Visher’s book, Me, Myself and Bob. Here are a few thoughts to 
consider.

I want to be a Jellyfish. Please God help me stop being a salmon.

Salmon swim upstream, always fighting. When they finally get to the 
top they spawn and die. Kind of like ministers who are always fighting to 
get the next thing done, and then when that’s done there’s something else 
to do and then something else and something else and then something else 
until finally we lay an egg and die, if we don’t get hooked in the mean 
time.

One the other hand Veggie Tales creator Phil Vischer has started a new 
company after losing his company, Big Idea Productions under some of 
the same kinds of self abuse to which I continually subject myself. He calls 
his company Jellyfish. This is an excerpt from his story on why…”Why? 
Because jellyfish can’t choose their own course. They can’t locomote. 
They can go up a little, they can go down a little. But overall, they’re com-
pletely dependent on the current to carry them wherever they’re supposed 
to be. For a jellyfish to make a 20-year plan would be ridiculous. An act of 
ultimate hubris. And so it is with us. Rather than crafting their little plans 
and laboring to force things to go “their way,” Phil and his new cohorts 
at Jellyfish are committed to seeking and following God’s direction, each 
and every day – committed to staying in the “current” of God’s will, and 
letting Him carry them where they need to be. No long range plans, unless 
they come directly from God.”

I have to tell you, as a cartoonist who loves Jesus, Phil Vischer is a 
hero of mine. I am a huge fan of his work and the fact that his work was 
used to tell millions of kids about Jesus is awesome. If you had asked, I 
would have told you that my dream would be to do exactly what he did. I 
also have to confess, in reading the story of the fall of Big Idea productions 
I would have fell down the exact same well. I’m a salmon, it’s what I do. 
Thanks for being so transparent Phil. You have inspired me. I want to be 
a jellyfish too.
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L.H.O.O.Q.

It’s the name of a famous painting, but you may never have heard of 
it by that name. If you speak French (which I do not) you may realize it 
sounds like a derogatory comment. If you know the piece, you may well 
consider it an outrage. I see it as a parable.

L.H.O.O.Q. is a piece of art by Dada artist Marcel Duchamp. It’s a 
print of the Mona Lisa but with an added goatee and mustache. The report-
ed motivations behind it range from he did it to be funny, to the more likely 
report that it was an attack on the established art world and the ‘icons’ of 
painting. Maybe Duchamp had a point. I do think we idolize art at times, 
spending millions to preserve pictures of people while real people starve. 
Artists have long held up a mirror to society. Maybe L.H.O.O.Q needed to 
be done for that reason. In the art world opinions of the piece vary wildly, 
from important social commentary to heresy, but to me, somehow it just 
seems wrong to mark up a masterpiece.

When I first saw this piece, I thought it was a joke and kind of chuck-
led. When I found out it was considered by some to be serious art I was a 
little less amused. Then I wondered how I would feel were someone to de-
face something I created, especially the piece regarded as my masterpiece 
(if I had one). I wonder what DaVinci would have thought of it, which led 
me to another thought.

Consider God. Did you ever wonder how he feels? He created every-
thing perfect and gave it to humanity as a gift.We sinned and messed it up 
and every time we sin, every time we take God’s gifts and his blessings for 
granted, every time we use His blessings in ways that don’t honor Him, it’s 
like putting a mustache on the Mona Lisa. We may think it’s amusing, but 
it is not what the Creator intended.

Or how about what we do with ourselves. We are created in His image. 
How many times a day do we deface His image with our actions? What 
do our lives say about our God? And finally, God’s greatest gift to us, the 
Gift of His salvation through Christ. We in the church are called His body 
and called to go into all the world. How much do we look like Him? Do 
we follow His teachings, do what He says and represent Him well? Are we 
proper ambassadors? Is His church more a beautiful portrait of His love 
and grace or are we too a mustache on the Mona Lisa? 
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Speaking of Duchamp

The Dada school of art seemed to enjoy poking fun at what the art 
world held dear. In the last post, I mentioned Marcel Duchamp’s defacing 
(or refacing, depending on your perspective) of the Mona Lisa, but there 
is another piece of his that I really need to mention. It might be his most 
infamous piece, it’s called Fountain. Simply put, it’s a urinal mounted on 
it’s side. That’s it, just a repositioned urinal. Now we can debate the artistic 
merits of the piece all day long, but I want to go a different direction. Du-
champ and I have something in common and in this we see God’s remark-
able sense of humor. 

As I mentioned earlier, I had a time where art was an idol in my life 
to the point where I had to lay it down. I gave art up and promised God 
I would not pick it up again until I was doing it for Him. When I laid it 
down, I got my call to ministry which led to where I am today. I knew I 
would work with youth so my first mission in ministry was to take the 
youth from my  church to the Creation Festival in Shirleysburg, PA. If 
you’ve not experienced this for yourself, imagine 70-100,000 people tak-
ing over a farm for four days of camping, fun and Christian music concerts 
all day, every day. I loved it, except for one thing, the bathroom. They 
bring in hundreds of portable toilets every year but these are not the only 
facilities. There are also several dozen permanent outhouses. Now they do 
keep these things very clean, but they are still, at the end of the day, smelly, 
old, not-particularly-attractive outhouses. Until one year...

One year the organizers decided enough’s enough. It’s time to make 
the outhouses more attractive and so they held a contest for designs for 
outhouse murals. I submitted a design and it was among the winners, I 
even got to paint it myself. 

Why do I tell this story? Because after years of struggling and fight-
ing and working myself toward an early grave, my most famous piece of 
art, the one that’s been seen by more people than any other is painted on a 
toilet. Take that Duchamp. 

There was a time in my life when I would have found doing a piece 
like that humiliating. Who wants to paint on a toilet? But to tell you the 
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truth, I had some of the best times of my art life working on that piece. 
The difference... Humility. When I no longer felt the need to feed my ego, 
I could enjoy the process. Sure it’s painted on a toilet, but it was fun and 
it’s a very small part of the memories of a whole lot of people. 

Watch your priorities. God knows what he’s doing. He will get you 
where He wants to get you, when the time is right. Be obedient with each 
day and trust God to take you where He wants you to go. Appreciate the 
journey and all He gives you on it.       

    
Think of an idea to change our world and put it into action.

Creative Challenge

 What would it mean to humble yourself as an artist? What would it 
mean to lay aside your plans and your image and your artistic pride? Who 
would be blessed if you did it? Once you’ve figured it out, do that! 

For example: Face painting would not be considered high art to most 
artists. It’s sort of basic, kind of simple and it will never hang in a gallery 
anywhere. What good would it do to spend your time painting on some 
fidgety kids face? You know full well they’ll soon smear it and even if 
they don’t, it’ll be washed off by the end of the day. But consider this, how 
much good could you do if you had two to five minutes to speak words of 
encouragement to a kid who needs to sit perfectly still. I’ve done this and 
it can be very rewarding. It’s not great art but it just might make a great 
difference. Could you humble yourself enough to do it? 
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Starry Night and the Light of the World

Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh is one of my favorite paintings. Van 
Gogh is regarded as one of the world’s greatest artists but if you ask people 
about him, beyond his art, all most people can tell you about him is that 
he cut off his own ear and sent it to a prostitute. That is so tragic, but his 
story is even more tragic.

Van Gogh actually started out training to be a protestant pastor, like 
his father. In 1876 he went to England to be an assistant at a school. It was 
a tough place and he was surrounded by rampant poverty. Seeing all the 
suffering ignited a passion in him to serve his fellow man. He ended up 
serving as a lay preacher and missionary in a poor coal mining town called 
Borinage, Belgium. In his zeal he gave away his own worldly goods to the 
poor. You would think this would have been a great example, but he was 
dismissed from his position because of his literal interpretation of Christ’s 
teaching. You read that right, he was let go from his ministry for trying to 
follow Christ to closely. It gave him a crisis of faith not so much in God 
but in the church and led him into what would be his life’s work, art.

In a short period of ten years Van Gogh made approximately 900 paint-
ings and you would say that is amazing, but the tragedy is that Van Gogh 
only sold one painting during his lifetime and only became famous after 
his death. I often wonder what would happened to Van Gogh if the church 
had embraced his zeal. You might say we would be missing some of the 
world’s greatest art, but what would have his life been and how different 
would have the world been. How we handle people and love people in the 
church matters. The church’s rejection of Van Gogh brought the world a 
great artist, but what did it cost the Kingdom?

Biographer, Skye Jethani, wrote this as the story behind Starry Night 
“… the tortured artist also had a volatile relationship with Christianity, 
oscillating between devotion and rejection. At one time his fervor was 
so intense he became a missionary. Later he announced, “That God of 
the clergymen, he is for me as dead as a doornail,” and called himself 
“no friend of present-day Christianity.” His paintings and letters show 
us a man wrestling to synthesize his faith with modern thought. But his 
struggle was primarily with the institutional church, not Christ. In his fi-
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nal years, as his mental illness became more severe, van Gogh reveals a 
profound devotion to Jesus while remaining disillusioned with the church. 
His most celebrated painting from this period, Starry Night, captures this 
sentiment.” 

Jethani goes on to describe the symbolism in the piece. The quiet vil-
lage, the deep blues of the sky representing God’s presence, the stars in 
yellow representing God’s sacred love and the houses filled with that same 
glow, but then Jethani makes this observation:  

“But there is one building in van Gogh’s imaginary village with no 
light, no divine presence – the church. Its silent darkness speaks van 
Gogh’s judgment that the institutional church was full of “icy coldness.” 
Like many people today, van Gogh struggled to find God in the confines 
of institutional, programmatic religion. Instead he found himself drawn 
outside the respectable piety of the church to commune with peasants and 
prostitutes. And his devotion to Christ was inspired by nature – the radi-
ance of sunflowers, the knuckled contortion of olive trees, and the silent 
providence of the stars.”

This story saddens me, as I wonder what Van Gogh might have been, 
but let’s not take the wrong message away from it. The answer is not to 
leave the church. Hebrews 10:25 says “Let us not give up meeting togeth-
er, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another—
and all the more as you see the Day approaching.” (NIV) The answer is 
not to give up on the church. The answer is to go into the Church and light 
it church. The answer is to refuse to be complacent and instead to follow 
Jesus until the church is the light of the world it was created to be.

Creative Challenge

Learn the story behind one of your favorite paintings, then create a 
sketch painting of the piece as a reminder of what you’ve learned.  
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What is a Dot?

My family  is really involved with community theater and I’ll admit it, 
for a long time now I have been wanting to work on the musical Sunday’s 
In the Park With George. No I don’t want to act, and I can’t really sing. I 
make stuff. I want the opportunity to do the set and production design. I 
want to work with the impressionistic art of Georges Seurat. His work is 
gorgeous and it is created entirely out of layers and layers of tiny color-
ful dots. While I wait for someone to actually stage it, I decided to do a 
little experiment to see if I could digitally animate one of his paintings 
(A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte) so it would seem 
to assemble itself. As I tried to break the masterpiece down into all those 
little dots, a thought came to me.

Each of the little dots is small and insignificant on it’s own—a little 
burst of color on a canvas, but in the hands of a master artist, all those dots 
come together to form a thing of beauty. Seurat was a master artist and his 
works are masterpieces. In his hands, little dots became great things. 

It’s the same way with us. In this big world full of six billion people, 
it’s easy to feel small and insignificant like one of those little dots. The key 
to significance is to allow the master artist to move us around, group us 
with other dots, layer our little dots of color and light together and use us 
to create something remarkable. Whether you realize it or not, you matter. 
You may feel like a little dot, but you add value to the image being created 
around you and through you. Put your little dot in the hands of the Master 
and prepare to be amazed.

Creative Challenge
Pointillism is one way to illustrate the body of Christ. You can see the 

video I created that goes with this article here: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fqgg82xxXj8 and there is another example here: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=3x5wUhRpdGQ My challenge to you is to create 
your own way of illustrating the concept of how all believers come to-
gether to form the body of Christ.
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Collaborate!

Look at the word collaborate. Now strip away the first three letters. 
Then strip away the first three letters and you’ll see something interesting. 
Right there in the middle of it all is the word “labor” and that is exactly 
what collaboration is, sharing the work.

Collaboration may well be the best illustration of what it means to be 
the body of Christ. when a few people bring what they can do to the table 
and work together, weaknesses are erased and more is accomplished than 
we could ever accomplish on our own.

The apostle Paul even went to far as to call himself and his partners 
in ministry God’s co-workers (or co-laborers if you will) in 2 Corinthians 
6:1. That is the best collaboration of all. After all the best effort we can 
make—the best investment of our time and talents is to be a part of what 
God is doing.

What are you waiting for? Seek the Lord. Find people with a similar 
vision. Utilize all your gifts in community. Be the Body of Christ.

Collaborate!

Creative Challenge
Get a few artist friends together and get one canvas for each artist. 

Have each one start a painting on a canvas then pass it off to the next artist 
until each artist has added something to each canvas. No instructions, no 
control, you start your piece and hand it off. When all the pieces are fin-
ished, gather together and talk about what you did. What you should see is 
when artists collaborate, everyone brings something to the table and what 
we do together is usually richer than what we could do alone.  
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Beware of Artists

Way back in the day, when I wanted to be a comic artist, I thought 
about taking on a moniker, a pen name. I was going to be Dangerous Dave 
Weiss.

Now if you know me, Dangerous is not necessarily the first adjective 
you would choose. It was  sort of a joke because my dad used to look at 
me and say, “If you had a brain you would be dangerous.” Don’t get too 
mad at him. He loves me and he only said it when I did something that 
was...well...dangerous. It was exasperation, not abuse. 

I gave up on being Dangerous Dave when I began taking Jesus more 
seriously, but lately I’ve been reconsidering.     

Queen Victoria of England once said, “Beware of artists - they mix 
with all classes of society and are therefore most dangerous...” Now I 
know she said that out of fear and prejudice, but wouldn’t it be awesome 
if it were true. The arts are so powerful. They have the power to touch 
hearts, to change minds and to cross  just about every imaginable barrier. 
I think it’s that way by design. 

I believe that the Creator gave us imaginations and creativity, not just 
so we could create but so that we could be touched and moved. The same 
power I just ascribed to the arts can most definitely be applied to the Gos-
pel of Jesus Christ. It too has the power to touch hearts and change minds 
and cross barriers and it is definitely that way by design. 

The great commission calls believers to go to every nation. The Bible 
calls followers of Christ to help the poor and ignore lines of class, loving 
everyone, regardless... Queen Victoria feared artists because they crossed 
imaginary boundaries of class, but that is also the reason so many of us 
love them. Likewise one of the reasons Jesus was feared was because He 
associated with people the powers that be rejected. Artists, Christ-follow-
ers, I think it’s time for us to get dangerous too.  Let’s be the kind of artists 
Queen Victoria warned us about. Let’s love everyone, serve everyone and 
point everyone to the One who was most “dangerous” of all.

  
Maybe Dangerous Dave’s not such a bad name after all. Let’s be dan-

gerous.
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Pastor Medulla or Coming Under Authority

Artists can be a very independent lot. It comes with the territory of 
being a visionary. This is a great thing, but it can become problematic 
when we seek to be artists in the Church. When we seek to follow Christ 
with our gifts, not to mention our lives, we go from being independent to 
dependent. We become  part of the body of Christ.

For many of us, this can be tough. Some artists leave the local church 
rather than do what they feel amounts to compromising their creative vi-
sion while others will simply compartmentalize their lives and remove 
their art from the body. The former is equivalent to amputation the latter 
is just setting yourself up for trouble. We cannot live compartmentalized 
lives. 

There is a better way. Coming under the authority of the local church 
and especially a local pastor. The problem is many churches have an in-
correct view of what a pastor is. It’s not just the artists that struggle with 
coming under authority. Many churches believe that the pastor is their 
employee, to be hired and fired at will based on whether or not he  can 
take them where they want to go. This is not biblical. The pastor is a leader 
called by God to take the church where God wants it to go. We come under 
His authority as He comes under Christ’s authority and the whole thing 
moves forward in God’s direction. 

Take it back to the body of Christ image. The people who don’t see the 
pastor as a lackey to do what they want to do (or more likely all the things 
they don’t want to do), see him as the brains of the operation. This is also 
not the case. He’s not a superhero, he’s another part of the body. Paul il-
lustrated this beautifully in Ephesians 4. Paul calls out five spiritual gifts 
given for leadership in the church. One of these is pastor. Then he explains 
why God gave these gifts: “to prepare God’s people for works of service, 
so that the body of Christ may be built up” (NIV) One of the pastor’s chief 
jobs is to teach you how to serve which builds up the body.
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Paul continues,in Ephesians 4:15 “Instead, speaking the truth in love, 

we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ.” 
(NIV) Did you catch that? Christ is the head. He is the brains of the op-
eration. He calls the shots. The pastor is not the brain of the church. If I 
had to name the part which your pastor is called to be, he’s the medulla 
oblongata. “What is that?” you may ask. It’s this little organ that sits at the 
base of the brain taking signals from the brain and transmitting them to the 
rest of the body. The most of effective pastors sit at the feet of the master, 
at the base of the brain if you will and transmit what they hear to the body 
beneath them. If you are going to be an effective part of the body of Christ 
you need to be connected to Pastor Medulla and you need to listen to what 
he says.

Why is this so important? Look at verse 16 “From him the whole 
body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and 
builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.” (NIV) If we want to be 
in the will of God we need to find and do what we were created to do and 
we need to do it in community with other believers. We all need authority 
over us, helping us to connect to the “brain” and the body and as artists and 
as people we need to come under that authority.      

Creative challenge

Go to your pastor and volunteer your creative gifts to the church. Take 
his instructions, follow them to the letter and give your very best work.    
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Make Sure It Fits

I talk to a lot of artists in the church who tell me they want to use their 
art in the church but that for one reason or another their gift is not ac-
cepted. I’ve no doubt there is some truth to that. In many cases the visual 
arts (at least) have lost their place in the church. People will sit in a build-
ing surrounded by stained glass, the work of an artist, banners, the work 
of an artist, reading from a bulletin with a beautiful image on it which was 
the work of an artist, oh and did I mention the building itself is beautifully 
designed which is the work of an architect. Architects are really  just a rare 
frorm of artist who can also do math. Congregations can see all of that and 
still be unable to find a place for art in the church. There is a lot of that go-
ing on, so if you feel like your gift has been rejected by the church, I feel 
your pain, but all is not lost.

As artists we have a decision to make. We have to either make our 
work fit the venue or we have to find the venue that fits our work. If you 
want your work to fit in at your church, you have to create it so that it fits. 
I remember talking to a gifted comic artist who felt rejected because his 
church didn’t like the comic he was doing for the church newsletter. The 
problem wasn’t with the church or the artist. He was pretty gifted but his 
comic was a little too Passion of the Christ graphic to fit in the newsletter 
among the announcements for the Mommy and Me class and the potluck 
dinner. The newsletter was simply the wrong venue. It didn’t fit there and 
he needed to find a different venue or create something that would fit.

Sometimes it comes down to humility. We need to humble ourselves 
and do what is asked of us. Sometimes the powers that be in the church 
ask us to do something and they have a very specific image in mind. We 
can either think they don’t know what they’re doing and do our own thing, 
which may not fit and will thus not be used, or we can humble ourselves, 
do the best we can with it to the glory of God and show ourselves to be a 
willing worker with a servant’s heart. Which approach do you think will 
open the door to more ministry in the future, not to mention more creative 
freedom? Sometimes you have to humble yourself and make it fit.

Other times you need to simply realize your work is not a fit and find 
where it does fit. Maybe you’re not called to work within the walls of 
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the church. Perhaps your gift was given for you to reach out to the world 
around you. My comic artist friend’s piece may have worked very well 
as a web comic to be shared with the world as a way of pointing people 
to Christ or perhaps he could have started a cartoon club in the church or 
a community center where he could teach others how to draw while also 
being salt and light and sharing the love of Christ.

If you are a follower of Christ, the reason God gave you your gift is 
not really about the art so much as it is about bringing glory to his name 
and pointing people to Jesus. Ask God how He would have you use your 
gift and then make it fit or find the fit.

Creative challenge

Look at all the publications your church puts out as well any other 
things that may use your art gift, or the creative needs of your community, 
then look at what you do and create ways that you can use  what you do 
to serve others and give glory to God. Work up a proposal, a prototype or 
a finished product and volunteer to create it. Or look at the people in your 
community and the arts opportunities. See if there are any needs that are 
not being met and volunteer to teach a class or lead a project to give a cre-
ative outlet or art training to people in your community. 
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Spread the Bread

Jesus said, “I am the bread of life. Whoever comes to me will nev-
er go hungry, and whoever believes in me will never be thirsty.” (John 
6:35 NIV) This really got me thinking. This bread analogy sort of runs 
throughout His life. He was even born in Bethlehem which means “House 
of Bread.” When we take communion we eat the bread to commemorate 
His body broken for us. Jesus is the bread of life.

That led my mind to another story: The story when Jesus fed 5,000 
people with five loaves of bread and two fishes. When the disciples gath-
ered up the leftovers (because nothing God gives us should ever be wasted) 
it amounted to twelve baskets of bread. You read that right, twelve baskets 
from five loaves and 5,000 plus people ate. That’s a miracle in itself but it 
led me to something else.

Jesus is the bread of life and we are instructed to share Him with ev-
eryone we know. We are to share His blessings as well and it sure seems 
like these passages are telling us that no matter how much we give there 
will always be more. I’m not saying you have an unlimited supply of re-
sources if you’re a Christian (thought your God does), but I am saying you 
can give what God tells you to give without fear and you can share the 
Gospel with everyone and you won’t weaken it at all. As a matter of fact, 
you’ll only strengthen the body of Christ.

Our gifts and talents were given to us by God as a gift of love. While 
some of us may have the privilege of using those gifts to put “bread” on 
the table, the primary reason for our gifting seems to go beyond that. Our 
gifts are given to us to be given, to serve others, to glorify God to share 
the bread of life.

Jesus said it this way, “Give, and it will be given to you. A good mea-
sure, pressed down, shaken together and running over, will be poured into 
your lap. For with the measure you use, it will be measured to you.” (Luke 
6:38 NIV)

Give your gifts, share the Gospel, Spread the bread.
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You Gotta Do What You Gotta Do!

I usually talk about working in your giftedness on my blog but this 
time I want to take a different tack. I was in a Bible Study on the book of 
Nehemiah last night studying chapter 3 which is basically a list of names 
and the parts of the wall around Jerusalem they rebuilt. Seems kind of bor-
ing but I picked out something of vital importance for everyone who wants 
to use his or her gifts to serve the Lord.

Among this long list of names you see some unusual things, Gold-
smiths (Jewelers), politicians and perfume makers are all laying down 
their traditional occupations to be stone masons. Why did they do this? 
Simple, the wall was a protection for their homes. It was work that simply 
needed to be done. Sometimes we artists and creatives also need to leave 
our comfort zones and our gifting and just help to do what needs to be 
done. You gotta do what you gotta do.

It is crucially important that we develop and use our God-given gifts 
to His glory, but sometimes our gift is not what is needed, sometimes what 
people really need is for us to just roll up our sleeves and do what must be 
done. Don’t be a prima donna, the church doesn’t need any more of those 
or any at all for that matter. Serve where you’re needed. You may even 
find that serving outside your comfort zone may open the door for you to 
serve in your zone.

Do whatever you do to the glory of God and trust Him to open the 
doors to your gift.
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A Safe Place to Fail

The only people who never fail are the people who never try anything.
This is especially true in the arts. Think about it, we are creating things 
that in many cases have never existed before. Creativity is a messy busi-
ness. An artist needs to be able to try new things, and needs the freedom 
for some of them not to work completely the first time around. They need 
a safe place to fail.  If churches want to truly embrace the arts, they need 
to create that type of environment—a place where artists can experiment 
and explore, find their voice and do their best. 

Artists in the church need a shepherd leader who can help and inspire 
and even run interference for them at times. They need an advocate and a 
visionary who can guide them to fulfilling projects that enhance and build 
their gifts and bring glory to God. They need a venue to create and they 
need the opportunity to imagine and dream beyond the way things ahve 
always been done, because remember if you do what you’ve always done, 
you’ll get what you’ve always gotten. This leader does not need to be an 
artist, but he or she must come to love and understand artists.   

Churches need to understand creating something new is putting your-
self out there, it can leaves an artist feeling very vulnerable and exposed.
Churches that can create this safe place to fail (which, incidentally, could 
also be seen as a safe place to succeed) will see the artists in  t heir congre-
gations step forward and thrive, which in turn will give the church many 
new tools to enhance worship, teaching, fellowship and reach into their 
community.     

Artists bear some responsibility in this as well. We need to be conscious 
of the risk involved with failure and do as much of their “homework” as 
possible to minimize the risk. We need to respect the risk our advocates 
take on our behalf, honor the budget, the facilities, the congregation and 
especially the God we serve. Failing in the pursuit of creative excellence 
is a fact of life and all but essential to creative success but failing to honor 
God and His church is unacceptable. 
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Running Uphill

I really love everything I am doing, art, ministry, writing, blogging, 
making videos, pretty much everything, but to tell you the truth some days 
there is so much going on that I feel like I am with Mark Schultz in his 
song Running Just to Catch Myself. Sometimes you just have to take a 
breath, stop looking sixty miles down the road and just enjoy the moment. 
I used to justify my tendency to push myself constantly with verses like 
the one that says to fix our eyes on Jesus the author and perfecter of our 
faith. The problem was I was always fixed on Him as if He was on some 
far off point on the horizon and try as I might, I could never get there. But 
recently I got my point of view changed a little bit after all Jesus promised 
never to leave nor forsake me. He’s not far away. He is with me. 

God used my morning run one day in the midst of a mammoth project 
and a tight deadline to show me an insight into the Christ following artist’s 
life. You see when I run, I always pick a place on a horizon and run toward 
it. This is how I alway handled hills from the time I was on the high school 
track team and I’m sure when I was 18 years old that was a good plan, but 
now at 40-something it’s a little different. There have been many times 
when the landmark at the top of the hill just looked too far off and I’d quit 
and start walking.

On this day though I was deep in prayer as I ran. I wasn’t paying atten-
tion to the run I was just looking down, running and thinking about God. 
Before I realized it, I crested a hill that almost always reduced me to walk-
ing. I wasn’t looking so far down the road I was taking it one step at a time, 
with my mind on the Lord. That’s how I got through that immensely busy 
time in my life. Every time I looked att all that had to be done and that 
place so far off on the horizon called “done” I’d get nervous, frustrated and 
some of me would want to give up and say, “I can’t.” Instead I kept my 
focus on God and did one thing at a time faithfully until I made my goal, 
met my deadlne and had a very successful end result.

When you face an uphill climb take it one step (with God) at a time.  
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Quit Watching the Sky

The illustration on the preceding page is based on a painting I did 
while speaking at a friend’s church. It’s based on Acts chapter one. Jesus 
has just ascended into heaven and the disciples are standing there on the 
mountain side looking at the sky dumbfounded. All at once two angels ap-
peared to them and said, “Men of Galilee,” they said, “why do you stand 
here looking into the sky? This same Jesus, who has been taken from you 
into heaven, will come back in the same way you have seen him go into 
heaven.” (NIV)

I think what the angels are really saying is, “Don’t just stand there do 
something!” Remember this is only a few verses past where Jesus told 
them to wait to receive the Holy Spirit and when the Holy Spirit comes on 
them they will be His witnesses all over the world.

Isn’t this really still our problem? We have the Spirit, we have our 
mission, we are called to be witnesses for our Lord and Savior, Jesus. But 
instead I hear so many people talking about waiting for the rapture. They 
say things like, “Keep watching the sky!” It’s like they are longing for 
Jesus to come and rescue us from the world and one day He will and that 
will be a great day but in the mean time, Church we are here to do what He 
did. We’re not here to be rescued from the world but rather we are here to 
rescue the world, to point the world to it’s Savior.

It’s like the guy in this picture, he’s looking off to the horizon, watching 
the sky and completely missing all the people looking for help. If we as-
sume this posture, Are we any different than those dumbfounded disciples 
so many centuries ago. We don’t need to watch the sky, when Jesus returns 
everyone will know. No what we need to be doing is looking all around us 
for the people that need our help, people we can serve and opportunities to 
share the love of Jesus. That is our mission and our purpose.

“why do you stand here looking into the sky? This same Jesus, who 
has been taken from you into heaven, will come back in the same way you 
have seen him go into heaven.” He didn’t tell us when for a reason. He 
wants us to be found faithful when he comes. He wants us to be working 
and serving and continuing His mission. So look down from the sky to the 
people around you, help them and serve them and love them. Take your 
one life and make it count!
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What Matters Most...

You might have noticed I didn’t post yesterday. There’s a reason for 
that. 

I woke up just before 4:00 a.m. thinking about what I would post and 
create today. I read my Bible thinking what will I post today? I couldn’t 
think of anything so I decided I better go out on my prayer walk and ask 
God, “What should I post today?” His answer, “Don’t post.” “But Lord 
what about the tribe?” “Don’t post!” “What about the daily Bible read-
ing?” They’ll figure it out, don’t post!” So I didn’t post.

Here’s the thing, from that point on in the walk the Lord lit me up. I 
was praying like I haven’t prayed in a while. The Lord really downloaded 
some things into me and it was a really blessed time. I really wanted to 
post about it, but well...you know...Don’t post! 

It’s not like my blog is sin, I don’t feel like I am supposed to perma-
nently lay it down, but as it is with any ministry we have to be careful. The 
source of this ministry is my relationship with God and he’s your source 
too. So don’t post just to post, Don’t create just so you can say you cre-
ated. 

What matters most is your relationship with God.

Creative Challenge

Look at your calendar and your priorities and be honest. Is God first 
in your life? If He is not, it’s time to lay things down and make changes 
until He is.  
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Epilogue

God+Love+Art=World change! I’m ready to make some change! 
Who’s with me? Vive La Revolution!

I’m serious. I believe God has placed within us the ability to do tre-
mendous good. I believe our gifts and talents are there to make the world 
a better place. I believe that we can actually do this and I will do it alone 
with God if I have to, but I would rather be a part of a movement, a part of 
an uprising. If you’re local come and help me, if you’re far away let’s use 
this incredible tool to shrink the world and help each other out. Together 
we can help the starving, raise money for the disaster stricken and go there 
an help. We can help people find their voice. We can love the hurting and 
the broken. With God’s help we can be a force for positive change in this 
world. With His help we can make things better. Let’s do this thing! 

Let’s start a revolution! Let”s Run A.M.O.K!


